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AN INTRODUCTION TO CONTRACTS: 
LAW AND DRAFTING 

CONTRACT FORMATION - THE APPLICABLE LAW 

Summary of Essential Requirements 

1. Mutual Assent. The parties must agree. 

2. Consideration. Something exchanged between the 

3. 

parties to support their agreement. 

Capacity. Parties 
legally capable of 
agreement. 

to the 
entering 

agreement must be 
into an enforceable 

4. Legal Subject Matter. The object of the agreement 
cannot violate the law or public policy. 

5. 

6. 

Definite Enough 
have sufficient 
ascertain the 
parties. 

to Enforce. 
detail to 

rights and 

The agreement must 
permit a court to 
obligations of the 

Formalities. Certain agreements must be in 
writing and meet other formal requirements. 

B. Oklahoma Statutory Contract Law - "General" Contract 
Law 

1. 

2 • 

Much of the basic contract law governing 
agreements in Oklahoma has a statutory base. 

The contract law 
the "common law." 
consists of the 
addressing contract 
specific dispute. 

of most states is a product of 
The common law of contract 

reported judicial decisions 
principles in the context of a 

a. Typically these decisions are not arranged 
into any sort of formal code - although they 
could be if the legislature so desired. 

b. The committees and reporters of the American 
Law Institute have examined all cases on 
contract law and attempted to extract from 
them basic principles of contract law in the 
form of a "Restatement" of the law of 
contracts. 

(1) The Restatement (First) of Contracts was 
published in 1932. -
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(2) The Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
was published in 1981. 

(3) Although nothing contained in the 
Restatements is binding upon the courts, 
it is highly persuasive authority and an 
excellent research tool. 

c. Much of Oklahoma's contract law is "common 
law" either because the statute does not 
address the matter or the cases interpret the 
scope, meaning, and application of the 
statute. 

Oklahoma's statutory contract law is patterned 
after portions of the "Field Code." 

a. 

b. 

David Dudley Field, in the nineteenth 
century, prepared a civil code which many 
states adopted. For example, California, 
Georgia, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, 
and Idaho adopted parts of the Field Code. 

The presence of such statutes requires that 
they be consulted first when addressing a 
contract issue. See Sunco Mfg. Co. Y.:.. 
Hargrove, 581 P.2d 925, 928 (Okla. App. 1978) 
("The basis of our contract law is statutory 
although it follows the contours of the 
common law and evolves like the common law 
through judicial construction.") 

Oklahoma statutory definition 
the basic requirements for 
agreement: 

of a contract and 
an enforceable 

a. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 1 (1981) defines a 
"contract" as: "[A]n agreement to do or not 
to do a certain thing." 

b. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 2 (1981) lists the 
requirements for an enforceable contract: 

"It is essential to the existence of a 
contract that there should be: 

1. Parties capable of contracting. 

2. Their consent. 

3. A lawful object; and, 

4. Sufficient cause or consideration." 
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c. 

c. See, for 
178, 218 
states: 

example, 
P. 513 

Smalley Y.:. Bond, 92 Okla. 
(1923), where the court 

"To constitute a valid and enforceable 
contract there should be, first, parties 
capable of contracting; second, their 
consent; third, a lawful object; fourth, 
sufficient cause or consideration, and the 
consent of parties must be mutual, and 
consent is not mutual unless the parties 
agree on the same thing at the same time." 

Oklahoma Statutory Contract Law 
Uniform Commercial Code ("UCC") 

Article 2 of the 

1. Article 2 of the UCC is a special body of contract 
law which governs certain types of commercial 
transactions: the sale of "goods." 

2 • 

3. 

4. 

Recognizing that transactions in goods are 
national in scope, the UCC is an attempt to adopt 
uniform state law to govern these transactions. 

Article 2 modifies many of the traditional 
contract principles. 

a. 

b. 

Generally, 
will be 

under Article 
enforceable 

2 many agreements 
which would be 

unenforceable under non-UCC law. 

Article 2 provides 
with many unique 
nonperformance. 

the contracting parties 
remedies for a party's 

Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, § 2-204 (1981) demonstrates 
the UCC's greater tolerance for creating 
enforceable agreements: 

"(1) A contract for sale of goods may be made in 
any manner sufficient to show agreement, including 
conduct by both parties which recognizes the 
existence of such a contract. 

(2) An agreement sufficient to constitute a 
contract for sale may be found even though the 
moment of its making is undetermined. 

{3) Even though one or more terms are left open a 
contract for sale does not fail for indefiniteness 
if the parties have intended to make a contract 
and there is a reasonably certain basis for giving 
an appropriate remedy." -
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D. Application of Article 2 to 011 and Gas Contracts 

1. Definition of "Goods." Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, 
§ 2-105 (1) defines "goods" to mean: "[A]ll 
things which are movable at the time of 
identification to the contract for sale . . " 

a. This simple definition also demonstrates the 
interrelationship of the UCC provisions and 
the need to define a number of terms to 
decipher its meaning. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

For example, what 
"contract for sale," 
"identification?" 

is a "contract," a 
or a "sale?" What is 

§ 2-106 ( 1 ) defines a "contract" or 
"agreement" to mean "those relating to the 
present or future sale of goods. 'Contract 
for sale' includes ·both a present sale of 
goods and a contract to sell goods at a 
future time. II 

§ 2-106 (1) also provides: "A 'sale' 
consists in the passing of title from the 
seller to the buyer for a price. " 

To decipher the definition we also need to 
know what are "future goods." Looking at the 
index of definitions in§ 2-103 we are sent 
to§ 2-105. § 2-105(2) informs us that: 

"Goods must be both existing and identified 
before any interest in them can pass. Goods 
which are not both existing and identified 
are 'future' goods. A purported present sale 
of future goods or of any interest therein 
operates as a contract to sell." 

What does "identification" mean? § 2-103 (2) 
tells us to look at§ 2-501. § 2-501 states: 

"[I]dent1f1cation can be made at any time and 
in any manner explicitly agreed to by the 
parties. In the absence of explicit 
agreement identification occurs 

(a) When the contract is made if it is for 
the sale of goods already existing and 
identified; 

( b) if the contract 
future goods 
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shipped, marked or otherwise designated 
by the seller as goods to which the 
contract refers .... " 

g. The importance of identification is noted in 
§ 2-401 which provides, in part: 

h. 

"Insofar as situations are not covered by the 
other provisions of this Article and matters 
concerning title become material the 
following rules apply: 

(1) Title to goods cannot pass under a 
contract for sale prior to their 
identification to the contract {Section 
2-501), and unless otherwise explicitly 
agreed the buyer acquires by their 
identification a special property as limited 
by this Act." 

See Kinetics Tech. Intern. Corp. Y...:. Fourth 
Nat. Bank, 105 F.2d 396, 401 {10th Cir. Okla. 
1983) {dispute over title to specially 
manufactured "furnace economizers" that were 
seized by bank when the bank's debtor, the 
seller/manufacturer, became insolvent; court 
holds title to the incomplete goods passed to 
buyer because they had become identified to 
the purchase contract and a sale was 
completed when the first progress payment was 
made under the purchase contract). 

Note that§ 2-501 and§ 2-401 contain another 
common characteristic: the parties can 
"explicitly agree" when an event will occur 
and then provides for the event if the 
parties fail to address the matter. 

DRAFTING NOTE: Whenever a statute provides a 
standard, such as "explicitly agree," special 
care must be taken to ensure your selected 
language meets the standard. 

E. Common 011 and Gas Transactions as a "Sale of Goods" 

1. As noted in the previous section, "goods" means 
all things ... which are movable at the time of 
identification to the contract for sale .... " 
Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, § 2-105(1) (1981). 

2. To determine whether an oil and gas transaction is 
a sale of goods, and governed by the contract law 
of UCC Article 2, § 2-101 must be consulted. 
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§ 2-107 provides: 

"(1) A contract for the sale of minerals or the 
like, including oil and gas ... is a contract 
for the sale of goods within this article if they 
are to be severed by the seller, but until 
severance, a purported present sale thereof which 
is not effective as a transfer of an interest in 
land is effective only as a contract to sell." 

The Oklahoma Code Comment to§ 2-107 states: 

"(1) [M]inerals ... are treated as realty, 
unless they are to be severed by the selle~. 
Until severed, however, the agreement is effective 
only as a contract to sell, and not as a present 
transfer of property. " 

3. EXAMPLE: The typical gas sales agreement is a 
sale of "goods" governed by Article 2 of the UCC. 
The gas is "severed by the seller" (the producer) 
and delivered at a designated point to the 
purchaser. Although the gas contract may purport 
to cover all gas produced from specified wells or 
leases, the usual form of agreement is merely a 
contract to sell gas when it is actually severed 
from the ground by production. 

a. 

b. 

For example, in Manchester Pipeline Corp. v. 
Peoples Natural Gas, 862 F.2d 1439, 1444-45 
(10th Cir. Okla. 1988), the court applies 
Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code to 
determine whether Manchester had entered into 
a gas sales contract whereby Peoples agreed 
to take or pay for gas. The court notes: 

"[S]ince the alleged contract related to the 
sale of natural gas reserves to be severed 
from the earth by the seller, Oklahoma's 
codification of the Uniform Commercial Code 
applies." 

See also Sunflower Elec. Co-op Y.:.. Tomlinson 
Oil Co., 7 Kan.App.2d 131, 638 P.2d 963, 969 
(1981) (UCC applies to gas contract which 
included a dedication of reserves from 
specified acreage). 

In Golsen Y.:.. ONG Western, Inc., 756 P.2d 
1209, 1220 (Okla. 1988), Justice Kauger, in a 
concurring opinion, observes: "A contract 
for delivery of natural gas is recognized as 
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a sale of goods under the UCC." 

c. Contrast a sale of natural gas with a sale of 
an oil and gas lease. In Casper Y.:. Neubert, 
489 F. 2d 543 ( 10th Cir. Okla. 1973), the 
court, holding that a sale of oil and gas 
leases is not a sale of "goods," states: 

"[S)ince the buyer-lessee has the right to 
sever, the seller's remedies of the [Uniform] 
Commercial Code are denied to vendors of ojl 
and gas leases and the Code points to real 
property law for such protection." 

Using the code terminology, the gas contract is a 
"contract for the sale of future goods." The 
goods (gas) become identified to the contract when 
they are produced and metered in accordance with 
the contract. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Note that a 
extent there 

processing agreement, to 
is no sale of the gas 
service agreement governed 
law instead of the UCC. 

1 iquids, is a 
general contract 

the 
or 
by 

A sale of oil and gas leases, or similar 
rights to the oil and gas while in the 
ground, is not governed by the UCC. 

A transportation agreement is a service 
agreement and not governed by the UCC. 

How will a processing agreement be treated 
which provides for the processing of gas in 
return for a share of the liquids? Is it a 
sale of goods - the liquids? Or is it merely 
a service agreement where a share of the 
liquids are being used to pay for the 
service? Or, is the processor merely using 
the service as the consideration to purchase 
liquids? 

This type of issue is usually resolved by 
determining whether the contract is primarily 
for services or for the sale of goods. See 
E. Farnsworth, Contracts § 1.10, 33, n.15 
(1981). 

A sale of crude oil, to be severed by the seller, 
is also governed by Article 2 of the Uniform 
Commercial Code. Amoco Pipeline Co. Y.:. Admiral 
Crude Oil C~, 490 F.2d 114, 116 (10th Cir. N.M. 
1974). _ 
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F. Classification Of The Transaction 

G. 

1. 

2 . 

Must determine whether the transaction is covered 
by the UCC to ascertain what law applies to the 
transaction. If the transaction is a sale of 
goods, the UCC Article 2 provisions will govern to 
the extent the issue is addressed by the Code. 

If the contract concerns a sale of goods, and a 
provision of Article 2 addresses the issue, you 
cannot rely upon the statutory or common law 
applied to non-goods contracts. 

For Example: In Bradford v. Plains Cotton 
Cooperative Ass'n, 539 F.2d 1249, 1253 (10th Cir. 
Okla. 1976), the court finds the trial judge 
erroneously relied upon Oklahoma statutes 
regulating non-sales transactions to resolve a 
dispute concerning a contract for the sale of 
cotton. 

3. However, § 1-103 of the UCC provides: 

"Unless displaced by the particular 
provisions of this Act, the principles of law and 
equity, including the law of merchant and the law 
relative to capacity to contract, principal and 
agent, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, 
coercion, mistake, bankruptcy, or other validating 
or invalidating cause shall supplement its 
provisions." 

a. 

b. 

In Bradford v. Plains Cotton Cooperativ~ 
Ass'n the court notes that for a sale of 
goods the general statutory provisions 
concerning mutual assent have been replaced 
by the UCC provisions. 

However, many basic contract doctrines are 
not addressed by the UCC. For Example: The 
law of third party beneficiary, detrimental 
reliance, and determining who has the 
authority to enter into a contract. 

Oklahoma Statutory Contract Law 
Governing Certain Types of Agreements 

Special Rules 

1. In addition to general principles which govern a 
contractual relationship (UCC if sale of goods; 
Field Code and common law if not a sale of goods), 
you must determine whether there are any statutes 
designed to regulate a certain type of agreement. 

-8-
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a. For example, there may be special statutes 
that apply when the agreement contains a 
particular clause such as an arbitration 
clause, or an indemnity clause. 

b. The statutes may go even further and dictate 
many of the terms concerning a contract on a 
particular subject matter such as 
insurance. 

A statute may affect the rights of the contracting 
parties unless they expressly agree otherwise. 
For example, consider the Oklahoma Surface Damages 
Act, Okla. Stat. tit. 52, §§ 318.2 through 318.9 
(1981 & Supp. 1988). 

H. Conflict Of Laws - Choice Of Law 

1 . 

2 • 

3. 

4 • 

To properly address a contract law problem, you 
must first determine which jurisdiction's law will 
be applied to the dispute. Depending upon the 
nature of the contract, we may be required to 
apply federal law, state law, Indian law, or the 
law of a foreign nation. 

The logical sequence of analysis requires 
resolution of this issue before considering 
whether the transaction is governed by the UCC or 
general contract law. 

For Example: Assume the Montana Supreme Court has 
held that a gas processing agreement, where the 
processor receives a percentage of the liquids as 
a processing fee, is a service contract governed 
by general contract law. Assume the Texas Supreme 
Court has held that such a processing agreement is 
governed by UCC Article 2. You are negotiating a 
gas processing agreement in your Houston, Texas 
office concerning processing of gas to be produced 
from your wells in. ~he Cedar Creek Anticline in 
Montana. 

You have an opportunity to choose the law most 
favorable to your position, as well as avoiding a 
possible battle later on concerning which state's 
law should apply. 

Oklahoma's General Contract Choice of Law Rules: 

a. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 162 (1981) provides: 

II A 

according 
contract 

to the 

-9-
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b. 

c. 

where it is to be performed, or, if it does 
not indicate a place of performance, 
according to the law and usage of the place 
where it is made." 

If the contract does not indicate the "place 
where it is to be performed" then the court 
will apply the law of the state where the 
contract was created. 

For Example: In Rhody ~ State Farm Mut. 
Ins. Co., 771 F.2d 1416 (10th Cir. Okla. 
1985), the litigation concerned the 
interpretaion of an insurance policy issued 
in Texas. The automobile accident giving 
rise to the claim against the policy occurred 
in Oklahoma. If Oklahoma law applied, the 
uninsured motorist coverage would be $30,000 
($10,000 x three insured vehicles); under 
Texas law, the coverage would be limited to 
$10,000. In holding that Texas law applied 
the court states: 

"We believe the language of Okla. Stat. 
tit. 15, § 162 (1971), compels a reading 
which restricts application of the law of the 
place of performance of a contract to cases 
in which the place of performance is 
indicated in _ the contract. Appellants' 
insurance policy does not indicate a place of 
performance within the meaning of that 
statute The policy was issued to 
appellants in Texas by State Farm's agent in 
that state. Thus, the laws of the state of 
Texas, which do not provide for stacking of 
uninsured motorist coverage, apply to 
determine State Farm's liability to 
appellants." Rhody, 771 F. 2d at 1420 
(emphasis by the court). 

The place where the contract is "made" is the 
place where the offer is accepted and the 
contract comes into existence. Le Flore 
County Gas and Electric Co.~ Sickmann, 348 
P.2d 312, 314-15 (Okla. 1959). If the 
contract is valid where made, it will be 
valid everywhere assuming it will not 
violate the public policy of the enforcing 
state. 

d. See generally Hamilton v. Telex Corp., 576 
P.2d 767, 768 (Okla. 1978) (court notes "the 
general rule of law is that the la~where the 

-10-
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contract is made or entered into governs with 
respect to its nature, validity, and 
interpretation."). Court fails to cite Okla. 
Stat. tit. 15, § 162, but the context of the 
case indicates the contract was not only 
"made" but was also ·"performed" in Oklahoma 
and the court suggests the contract "provided 
that Oklahoma law would apply .... " 

e. The parties can expressly provide in their 
contract that a certain state's law will 
apply to the transaction. 

(1) This can be done indirectly by 
indicating the "place of performance" of 
the contract. ~ Y.:. Midland Savings & 
Loan Co., 55 Okla. 137, 154 P. 682 
(1916) (contract made in Oklahoma, to be 
performed in Colorado, governed by 
Colorado law - one qualification to this 
rule: cannot violate the public policy 
of the enforcing state). 

(2) It can be done directly by stating, in 
the contract, what state's law will 
apply. Midland Savings & Loan Co. Y.:_ 
Henderson, 47 Okla. 693, 150 P. 868 
( 1915) ( "The parties having in good 
faith contracted that the law of 
Colorado should control, and there being 
no statute in force in the Indian 
Territory, forbidding nonresident 
building and loan companies from 
transacting business and making loans of 
the character under review [at a 
usurious rate under Oklahoma law], the 
parties must be held to a performance of 
their respective undertakings." 

An important exception to being able to designate 
what state's law will govern your contract: 
Matters relating to interests and encumbrances on 
land will usually be governed by the law of the 
state where the land is located. See, e.g., 
Webster Drilling Co. v. Walker, 286 F.2d 114, 117 
(10th Cir. Okla. 1961). 

The UCC Choice of Law Rules: 

a. Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, § 1-105 (Supp. 1988) 
provides, in part: 

11 ( 1) Except as provided he_reaf ter in 

-11-
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this section [§ (2)], when a transaction 
bears a reasonable relation to this state and 
also to another state or nation, the parties 
may agree that the law of either this state 
or of such other state or nation shall govern 
their rights and duties. Failing such 
agreement, this act applies to transactions 
bearing an appropriate relation to this 
state." 

b. The UCC "reasonable relation/appropriate 
relation" conflicts test will apply when the 
transaction concerns a sale of goods or is 
otherwise subject to the terms of the UCC. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

For Example: In Collins Radio Co. of Dallas 
Y.:. Bell, 623 P.2d 1039 (Okla.App. 1980) 
(mandate recalled 1981) the court held that a 
sale of a radio transmitter was a "sale of 
goods" so the choice of law provisions of the 
UCC (§ 1-105) would apply instead of Okla. 
Stat. tit. 15, § 162. 

The Oklahoma Code Comment indicates: 

"The provision providing that this act 
applies to transactions bearing an 
'appropriate relation' to this state is new, 
and probably changes the law in Oklahoma. 
The conflicts of law rules heretofore most 
frequently applied in commercial transactions 
in Oklahoma may be summarized as follows: 
All matters bearing upon the execution, 
interpretation and validity of a contract 
were determined by the law of the state in 
which the contract was made. [citations 
omitted]; but questions of performance were 
governed by the place of performance, and the 
remedy was governed by the place where suit 
was brought." 

The UCC 
expressly 
apply to 

provision permits the parties to 
designate the state's law that will 
their transaction. All that is 
it that the transaction bear some necessary 

"reasonable 
is selected. 

relation" to the state's law that 

(1) § (2) of§ 1-105 lists other UCC choice 
of law provisions which cannot be 
changed by the parties - such as the law 
that will apply in determining 
perfection of a security inte.rest under 

-12-
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Article 9 of the UCC. 

(2) UCC Comment 1 indicates: 

"Ordinarily the law chosen 
of a jurisdiction where a 
enough portion of the 
performance of the contract 
or occurs." 

must be that 
significant 
making or 
is to occur 

f. If the parties fail to designate a state's 
law, the Oklahoma UCC applies to transactions 
bearing an "appropriate relation" to 
Oklahoma. UCC Comment 2 states: 

g. 

"Of course the Act applies to any transaction 
which takes place in its entirety in a state 
which has enacted the Act." 

In Collins Radio Co of Dallas .Y...!_ Bell, 623 
P.2d 1039 (Okla.App. 1980) (mandate recalled 
1981), the court applies the "appropriate 
relation" language to a dispute over whether 
Texas or Oklahoma law should be applied to 
interpret the contract. Each state was found 
to have an "appropriate relation" to the 
transaction so the court proceeds to 
determine which of the two states has the 
"most significant relationship" to the 
contract. Employing the rules of the 
Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws, the 
court evaluates the following factors: 

( 1 ) The place of contracting; 

( 2) The place of negotiation; 

( 3 ) The place of performance; 

( 4 ) The location of the subject matter of 
the contract; and 

(5) The domicile, residence, nationality, 
place of incorporation and place of 
business of the parties. 

Collins Radio, 623 P.2d at 1047. Restatement 
(Second) of Conlict of Laws § 188(2), 575 
(1971). However, in a sale of goods one of 
the most significant contacts, under§ 191 of 
the Restatement, is the place of delivery -
unless another state has a more significant 
relationship. 

-13-
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II. 

A. 

h. Applying the Restatement analysis, the court 
in Collins Radio notes: 

(1) The contract specified that the place of 
delivery of the radio transmitter would 
be "the place and location of Collins' 
factory from which Collins elects to 
make shipment." Collins Radio, 623 P.2d 
at 1047. 

(2) In this case, delivery was made at 
Collins' factory in Dallas, Texas. 
Texas was also the place where the 
contract was "made." 

(3) However, the court holds Oklahoma has 
more significant contacts with the 
transaction because the contract was 
negotiated and performed in Oklahoma, 
the subject matter of the contract - the 
transmitter, was located in Oklahoma, 
and the dispute concerned warranties 
which were orally made in Oklahoma. The 
contract also contemplated a continuing 
relationship between the parties - as 
opposed to a one-time sale at a 
fortuitous location. Collins Radio, 623 
P.2d at 1048. 

(4) Since the court finds that Oklahoma law 
applies, the plaintiff cannot seek 
treble damages under the Texas Deceptive 
Trade Practices and Consumer Protection 
Act. Collins Radio, 623 P.2d at 1048. 

CONTRACT FORMATION 
AGREEMENT 

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ENFORCEABLE 

Mutual Assent - The Parties Must "Agree" 

1. Have the parties expressed an intent to be 
presently bound to an agreement? 

2 • To have an enforceable agreement the parties must 
aaree on something. This agreement is referred to 
as "mutual assent." 

a. The presence of mutual assent is typically 
determined by examining the objective 
(outward) manifestations of each party. 

b. To evaluate whether mutual assent is present, 
the analytical process of cu fer and 

-14-
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acceptance is employed. If there has been an 
"offer," followed by an "acceptance," there 
is mutual assent. 

3. The Offer Would a reasonable person conclude, 
from your actions, that you presently desire to 
enter into an agreement? If so, an "offer" has 
been made that creates a "power of acceptance" in 
the person to whom the offer is directed. 

4. The Acceptance - Would a reasonable person, in the 
position of the party who made the offer, 
conclude, from your actions, that you have 

5. 

6. 

accepted the offer? If so, an enforceable 
agreement is formed assuming the other 
requirements for a contract are satisfied. 

Since the outward (objective) actions of each 
party govern whether an offer has been made, or 
accepted, an enforceable agreement may be created 
even though a party may not actually intend to 
make an offer, or exercise a power of acceptance. 
Their subjective intention is generally 
irrelevant. 

The Oklahoma statutes employ different terminology 
regarding offer and acceptance. 

a. Mutual Assent or "Consent." Okla. Stat. tit. 
15, § 66 (1981) provides: 

b. 

c. 

"Consent is not mutual unless the 
parties all agree upon the same thing in the 
same sense. But in certain cases, defined by 
the article on interpretation, they are to be 
deemed so to agree without regard to the 
fact." 

The Offer or "Proposal." 
15, § 67 (1981): 

Okla. Stat. tit. 

"Consent can be communicated with 
effect, only by some act or omission of the 
party contracting, by which he intends to 
communicate it, or which necessarily tends to 
such communication." 

Acceptance. 
(1981): 

Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 69 

"Consent is 
communicated between 
the party accepting 

-15-
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acceptance in the course of transmission to 
the proposer .... " 

B. The Basic Goal 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

During the pre-contract phase, the major goal is 
be to control all outward manifestations so that a 
clear signal is sent to the other party regarding 
your intentions. 

Ideally, you should be able to examine a 
transaction at any stage and clearly identify if 
you have made or accepted any offers or are merely 
engaged in preliminary negotiations. 

The major obstacle to obtaining our goal is the 
informal process by which a contract can be 
created. As noted by the court in Fry~ Foster, 
65 P. 12 24 ( 1937) : "An agreement which 
constitutes a contract may come into existence by 
means of informal communications between the 
parties." 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Usually these "informal communications" are 
made by the non-laywers of an organization. 

The UCC has made the process even more 
informal increasing the instances in which 
a contract can be formed. See, e.g., Apex 
Oil Co. ~ Vanguard Oil & Service Co. Inc., 
760 F.2d 417 (2d Cir. N.Y. 1985) (million 
dollar fuel oil sale created by telephone 
call and subsequent confirmation by telex). 

In keeping 
contracts, 
contract. 
Candy Co. 
1939): 

with the objective theory of 
a party's conduct may result in a 

As the court notes in Queen Anne 
v. Eagle, 88 P.2d 630, 632 (Okla. 

"'In determining the question of the 
existence of a contract, the court will 
consider the acts, conduct, and statements of 
the parties as a whole . " 

In Bradford ~ Plains Cotton Cooperative 
Ass'n, 539 F.2d 1249, 1253 (10th Cir. Okla. 
1976) the court notes: "The Code [Article 2 
of the UCC] rejects the subjective test of 
intent to contract and replaces it with 
mutuality of assent as manifested by the 
conduct of the parties." 

-16-
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C. Analysis of the Offer 

1. Restatement (Second) of Contracts, § 24 (1981) 
provides: 

2. 

3. 

"An 
enter 

offer 
into 

is 
a 

another person 
that bargain is 

the manifestation of willingness to 
bargain, so made as to justify 
in understanding that his assent to 
invited and will conclude it." 

The Restatement defines the term "bargain" to mean 
"an agreement to exchange promises or to exchange 
a promise for a performance or to exchange 
performances." Restatement (Second) of Contracts 
§ 3. 

If you don't intend to make an offer, but rather 
are merely probing the contours of a possible deal 
with the other person, you are involved in 
"preliminary negotiations." The Restatement 
(Second) of Contracts§ 26 provides: 

"A manifestation of willingness to enter into a 
bargain is not an offer if the person to whom it 
is addressed knows or has reason to know that the 
person making it does not intend to conclude a 
bargain until he has made a further manifestation 
of assent." 

a. 

b. 

c. 

If you do not intend to make at offer, you 
should ensure that all correspondence and 
contact with the other party is such that 
they "know" or have "reason to know" that you 
do not intend to currently create a contract. 

Language and 
determinative. 

labels are not necessarily 

If you don't intend to presently make an 
offer, in your correspondence consider using 
language similar to the following: 

"These are 
the matter; 
create any 
contract." 

only my preliminary thoughts on 
this letter is not intended to 

sort of present offer to 

A common technique to try and control the contract 
formation process is to solicit an offer from the 
other party and then control the process by which 
you accept the offer. One way to do this is with 
a "management approval" or "home office approval" 
clause. 

-17-
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a. For Example: In Truscon Steel Co. Y..:. Cooke, 
98 F.2d 905 (10th Cir. Okla. 1938), Truscon 
had submitted a bid to Cooke in which Truscon 
proposed to provide steel to Cooke. The bid 
contained the following statement: 

b. 

"Prompt acceptance of this quotation by 
you and the written approval of our Home 
Office shall constitute a binding contract." 

Cooke promptly "accepted" the quotation 
however, a contract was not formed. Instead, 
Cooke had made an offer to Truscon. 

Note that there is a danger for Truscon as 
well as Cooke in this situation - Cooke can 
change his mind anytime prior to Truscon's 
acceptance by the written approval of its' 
home office. 

In some situations, you may need 
formal written negotiations prior 

to engage in 
to making an 

"Letter of offer. Usually a document titled 
Intent" is used for this purpose. 

a. The letter of intent is typically used to 
work out the details of a proposal before 
either party agrees to be bound. 

b. The letter may also be necessary to get third 

c. 

parties to take preliminary action necessary 
to the consumation of a contract. For 
example, a letter of intent may be used to 
prompt a bank to consider whether it will 
finance a particular transaction being 
negotiated. 

The letter of intent should clearly indicate 
that the parties are not bound by the terms 
of the letter. Typically this is expressed 
by requiring some subsequent act to indicate 
assent - such as a "formal written agreement" 
signed by all parties. 

It is common to encounter language 
the agreement of the parties is 
formal written agreement" or 
preparing the necessary papers." 
determining whether the parties: 

which says that 
"subject to a 

"our attorney 
The problem is 

a. Intend to be 
obligation to 
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6. 

7. 

formal manner; or 

b. Intend that no binding agreement will arise 
unless and until the required agreement is 
prepared and signed by the parties. 

The Restatement 
provides: 

(Second) of Contracts § 27 

"Manifestations of assent that are in themselves 
sufficient to conclude a contract will not be 
prevented from so operating by the fact that the 
parties also manifest an intention to prepare and 
adopt a written memorial thereof; but the 
circumstances may show that the agreements are 
preliminary negotiations." 

a. 

b. 

The parties may have come to agreement on 
many facets of a deal either by oral 
agreement or an exchange of correspondence or 
letters of intent. Often the deal breaks 
down before the final documents are signed. 
The party feeling they had negotated a good 
deal may assert one or more contracts arose 
through such oral and written communications 

and that a final written agreement was 
merely one of the covenants of the deal as 
opposed to a condition to the formation of a 
contract. 

To avoid this situation, 
parties should expressly 
intend to be bound only upon 
a formal written agreement by 

the negotiating 
agree that they 
the execution of 
the parties. 

In Pierce Petroleum Corporation Y.:. Hales, 294 P. 
160 (Okla. 1930), an agent for Pierce Petroleum 
entered into an oral agreement to purchase oil 
from Hales for a specified amount and duration. 
However, the formal written contract had not been 
signed by the president of Pierce Petroleum. 
Pierce Petroleum's president never signed the 
written contract and asserts Hales "offer" was 
never accepted. 

a. The court notes the general rules, stating: 

"'Where parties to an agreement make its 
reduction to writing and signing a condition 
precedent to its completion, it will not be a 
contract until this is done, and this is true 
although all the terms of the contract have 
been agreed upon. But where parties have 
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assented to all the terms of the contract, 
and they are fully understood in the same way 
by each of them, the mere reference in 
conjunction therewith of a future contract in 
writing will not negative the existence of a 
present contract.'" 

b. The court finds, in this case, a contract 
came into existence when the oral agreement 
was made and the writing was not a condition 
to the formation of a contract. 

c. NOTE since the contract had a duration in 
excess of one year there was a statute of 
frauds problem. However, the writing 
requirement was satisfied by a letter from 
(and signed by) the company's purchasing 
agent to the company's president describing 
the terms of the oral deal he made with Hale. 

Revocation of an Offer 

a. Suppose an offer has been made, the other 
party (the offeree) has not accepted, and you 
would like to change your mind and extinguish 
the power of acceptance you have created in 
the offeree. 

b. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 73 (1981) provides: 

c. 

"A proposal is revoked: 

1. By the 
revocation by 
party, before 
communicated to 

communication of 
the proposer to 
his acceptance 

the former. 

notice of 
the other 
has been 

2. By the lapse of the time prescribed in 
such proposal for its acceptance, or if no 
time is so prescribed the lapse of a 
reasonable time without communication of the 
acceptance. 

3. By the failure of the acceptor to 
fulfill a condition precedent to acceptance; 
or, 

4. By the 
proposer." 

death or 

The Restatement (Second) 
generally follows the 
provisions: 

-20-
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"{1) An offeree's power of acceptance may be 
terminated by 

{a) rejection or counter-offer by the 
offeree, or 

{b) lapse of time, or 

{c) revocation by the offerer, or 

{d) death or insanity of the offerer or 
offeree. 

(2) In addition, 
acceptance is 
non-occurrence of 
under the terms of 

power of 
by the 

of acceptance 

an offeree's 
terminated 

any condition 
the offer." 

NOTE: The effect of the death or insanity of 
the offeree is not addressed by the Oklahoma 
statute. 

Rejection occurs when the offeree manifests an 
intent not to accept the offer to the offerer. 

a. 

b. 

Restatement 
provides: 

" ( 1) An 
terminated 
unless the 
intention. 

(Second) of Contracts § 38 

offeree's power of acceptance is 
by his rejection of the offer, 
offerer has manifested a contrary 

(2) A manifestation of intention not to 
accept an offer is a rejection unless the 
offeree manifests an intention to take it 
under further advisement. 11 

The most common form of a rejection is the 
counter·-of fer. 

10. If the reply purports to be an acceptance, but 
conditions acceptance upon terms differing from 
the offer, the power of acceptance terminates. 

a. The counter-offer operates as a rejection of 
the original offer. Note, however, the 
original offeree's purported acceptance may 
create a power of acceptance in the original 
offerer with regard to the counter-proposal. 

b. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 71 (1981) pr~vides: 
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"An acceptance 
unqualified 
is a new proposal." 

must be absolute and 
A qualified acceptance 

c. If the offeree wants to continue 

If 

negotiations, while keeping the existing 
offer alive, they may respond stating: "I am 
still considering your offer. However, if 
you would be interested in accepting 
$1.55/MCF we could conclude a deal right 
now. 11 

the offer states a specific time in which to 
accept the offer, it will terminate once the 
specified time has lapsed. If no time is 
specified, the offer will terminate after a 
reasonable time has passed. 

a. § 41(2) of the Restatement (Second) of 
Contracts states: 

b. 

"(2) What is a reasonable time is a question 
of fact, depending on all the circumstances 
existing when the offer and attempted 
acceptance are made." 

Comment b. to § 41 
circumstances which 
reasonable time: 

indicates some of the 
can influence what is a 

"[T]he nature of the proposed contract, the 
purposes of the parties, the course of 
dealing between them, and any relevant usages 
of trade. In general, the question is what 
time would be thought satisfactory to the 
offerer by a reasonable man in the position 
of the offeree . 11 

12. In any event, the offerer controls the terms of 
the offer and can create whatever conditions 
deemed appropriate to maintain control over the 
mutual assent process. 

a. For example, the offerer may specify a 
particular mode of acceptance, such as 
personal notification to the offerer. The 
offer can make acceptance effective only upon 
actual receipt of a written notice of 
acceptance. 

b. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 68 (1981) provides: 

"If a proposal prescribes any"tonditions 
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concerning communication of its acceptance, 
the proposer is not bound unless they are 
conformed to; but in other cases any 
reasonable and usual mode may be adopted." 

D. Analysis Of The Acceptance 

1. Restatement (Second) of Contracts§ 50 provides: 

"(1) Acceptance of an offer is a manifestation of 
assent to the terms thereof made by the offeree in 
a manner invited or required by the offer. 

2 • 

3. 

4. 

5. 

(2) Acceptance by performance requires that at 
least part of what the offer requests be performed 
or tendered and includes acceptance by a 
performance which operates as a return promise. 

(3) Acceptance by a promise requires that the 
offeree complete every act essential to the making 
of the promise." 

Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 67 (1981) provides: 

"Consent can be communicated with effect, 
only by some act or omission of the party 
contracting, by which he intends to communicate 
it, or which necessarily tends to such 
communication." 

Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 68 (1981) provides: 

"If a proposal prescribes any conditions 
concerning the communication of its acceptance, 
the proposer is not bound unless they are 
conformed to; but in other cases any reasonable 
and usual mode may be adopted." 

Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 71 (1981) provides: 

"An acceptance must be absolute and 
unqualified, or must include in itself an 
acceptance of that character, which the proposer 
can separate from the rest, and which will include 
the person accepting. A qualified acceptance is a 
new proposal." 

By statute in Oklahoma, acceptance is deemed to be 
"communicated to the proposer" "as soon as the 
party accepting a proposal has put his acceptance 
in the course of transmission to the proposer .. 

" Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 69 (1981). 

-Therefore, if a reply by mail is an authorized 
-23-
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means of accepting 
becomes effective upon 
acceptance in the mail. 

an offer, 
properly 

the acceptance 
depositing the 

The requirement that the acceptance conform 
exactly to the terms of the offer is known as the 
"mirror image rule." 

If the object of the transaction is a sale of 
goods, Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, § 2-207 (1981), 
alters the mirror image rule by providing: 

11 (1) A definite and seasonable expression of 
acceptance operates as an acceptance even 
though it states terms additional to or different 
from those offered or agreed upon, unless 
acceptance is expressly made conditional on assent 
to the additional or different terms. 

(2) The additional terms 
as proposals for addition 
Between merchants such terms 
contract unless: 

are to be construed 
to the contract. 
become part of the 

{a) the offer expressly limits acceptance to 
the terms of the offer; 

{b) they materially alter it; or 

(c) notification of objection to them has 
already been given or is given within a 
reasonable time after notice of them is 
received. 

(3) Conduct of both parties which recognizes 
the existence of a contract is sufficient to 
establish a contract for sale although the 
writings of the parties do not otherwise establish 
a contract. In such case the terms of the 
particular contract consist of those terms on 
which the writings of the parties agree, together 
with any supplementary terms incorporated under 
any other provisions of this act. 

a. 

b. 

§ 2-207 was 
the forms" 
their form 
ever reading 

designed to combat the "battle of 
where buyers and sellers send 
documents back and forth without 
them until a dispute arises. 

The goal of § 2-207 
contract terms when the 
they have a contract 
not agree. 
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E. Formalities 

1. Although a contract can be created through the 
very informal process of offer and acceptance, the 
law may impose certain formalities in order to 
successfully enforce your contract. 

2. The most common formality is that certain 
contracts, falling within the "statute of frauds," 
be in writing. 

3. Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 136 (1981) provides: 

4. 

"The 
the same, 
in writing 
charged, or 

following contracts are invalid, unless 
or some note or memorandum thereof, be 

and subscribed by the party to be 
by his agent: 

1. An agreement that, by its terms, is not 
to be performed within a year from the making 
thereof. 

2. A special promise to answer for the 
debt, default or miscarriage of another, except in 
the cases provided for in the article on guaranty. 

3. An agreement made upon consideration of 
marriage, other than a mutual promise to marry. 

4. Repealed. 

5. An agreement for the leasing for a 
longer period than one (1) year, or for the sale 
of real property, or of an interest therein; and 
such agreement, if made by an agent of the party 
sought to be charged, is invalid, unless the 
authority of the agent be in writing, subscribed 
by the party sought to be charged." 

If the transaction is a sale of goods, the UCC 
statute of frauds applies. Okla. Stat. tit. 12A, 
§ 2-201 (1981) provides, in part: 

"(1) Except as otherwise provided in this 
section a contract for the sale of goods for the 
price of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00) or more is 
not enforceable by way of action or defense unless 
there is some writing sufficient to indicate that 
a contract for sale has been made between the 
parties and signed by the party against whom 
enforcement is sought or by his authorized agent 
or broker. A writing is not insufficient because 
it omits or incorrectly states a term agreed upon 
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but the contract 
paragraph beyond 
such writing. 

is 
the 

not enforceable under this 
quantity of goods shown in 

(2) Between merchants if within a reasonable 
time a writing in confirmation of the contract and 
sufficient against the sender is received and the 
party receiving it has reason to know its 
contents, it satisfies the requirements of 
subsection (1) against such party unless written 
notice of objection to its contents is given 
within ten (10) days after it is received." 

F. Detrimental Reliance 

1. 

2 • 

In certain situations, although you do not have 
all the formal requisites for an enforceable 
agreement, equitable considerations will protect 
you from loss. See generally Frey and Long, 
"Detrimental Reliance On A Promise (Promissory 
Estoppel) In Oklahoma," 52 Okla. B. J. 409 (1981). 

The Restatement 
provides, in part: 

(Second) of Contracts § 90 

"(1) A promise which the promiser should 
reasonably expect to induce action or forbearance 
on the part of the promisee or a third person and 
which does induce such action or forbearance is 
binding if injustice can be avoided only by 
enforcement of the promise. The remedy granted 
for breach may be limited as justice requires." 

CONTRACT FORMATION EXERCISE 

Acme Oil 
Manchester 
Acme had 
contacting 
sale. 

Assume The Following Facts: 

Company discovered and developed the 
Field in Grant County, Oklahoma. In 1983, 

completed four wells in the field and began 
natural gas purchasers to discuss a possible 

In November 1983 Acme began negotiations with Oklahoma 
Pipeline Company ("OPC") concerning a gas purchase 
agreement. Acme and OPC representatives met on 
numerous occasions. OPC provided Acme with sample gas 
purchase contracts for Acme's review. 

In April 
met with 
Sometimes 

1984, Acme's gas sales representative [Mary] 
OPC's gas purchase representative [Tom). 

Tom would tell prospective gas s~llers that 
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any offer he made was subject to OPC management 
approval. Tom's superiors knew about Tom's 
negotiations with Mary. Tom's superiors will testify 
that Tom had no actual authority to execute documents 
on behalf of OPC. Mary will testify that Tom told her 
he had authority to negotiate contracts - but he didn't 
imply that he had authority to sign contracts. 

On May 14, 1984 Tom sent Mary a letter "offering" to 
purchase natural gas from the Manchester Field at $2.65 
per MMBtu for 20 years. 

The parties continued to negotiate during 
months. On three occasions, Tom sent 
copy of a sample gas purchase contract. 
were stamped "DRAFT" in red ink. 

the following 
Mary a single 
Each of these 

On September 12, 1984 Tom sent Mary three copies of a 
document titled "Gas Purchase Contract" covering Acme's 
wells in the Manchester Field. This was not marked as 
a draft. The documents provided for a 10 year term and 
contained detailed price and take-or-pay provisions. 
These copies were forwarded with a letter from Tom 
stating: 

Enclosed for your review and approval, please 
find three copies of our Gas Purchase 
Contract covering acreage referenced above. 

If you find this Contract acceptable, please 
fully execute all three copies, (including 
notary pages) and return to this office. 
Following OPC's execution, one completed 
Contract will be forwarded to you. 

The presidnet of OPC will testify that it would not be 
normal OPC procedure to send out a contract for a gas 
producer to sign unless OPC management found the terms 
of the contract acceptable. 

On September 18, 1984 the vice president of Acme 
executed the contracts and returned them to Tom. 

OPC never executed the contracts and denies that they 
have any sort of agreement with Acme. OPC's president 
will testify that it decided not to enter into the 
contract because it had lost one of its largest 
industrial customers and the gas market was becoming 
soft. 

Acme sues OPC seeking $1,450,000 in damages arising 
from OPC's refusal to honor the gas purchase agreement. 
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IS THERE A CONTRACT? 

WHAT STATE'S LAW SHOULD BE APPLIED TO EVALUATE THIS 
DISPUTE? 

ASSUMING OKLAHOMA LAW WILL APPLY, WHAT CONTRACT LAW 
SHOULD BE APPLIED TO EVALUATE THIS DISPUTE? 

WHAT ARGUMENTS WOULD YOU MAKE ON BEHALF OF OPC THAT A 
CONTRACT WAS NEVER CREATED? 

WHAT ARGUMENTS WOULD YOU MAKE ON BEHALF OF ACME? 

IF YOU FIND THAT A CONTRACT WAS NEVER CREATED, WILL 
ACME STILL BE ENTITLED TO SOME SORT OF RELIEF? 

HOW COULD OPC HAVE AVOIDED THIS DISPUTE? 

See Manchester Pipeline Corp. Y.!. Peoples Natural Gas, 
862 F.2d 1439 (10th Cir. Okla. 1988) (court holds Acme 
and OPC had a contract; Acme recovered $1,450,000 in 
damages for OPC's breach). 

How can we determine the authority of Tom? See Section 
IV. below. 

CAPACITY TO CONTRACT 

Legal Capacity 

1. 

2 • 

3. 

As noted 
agreement 
the legal 
must have 
Stat. tit. 

in Section I, to have an enforceable 
the parties to the agreement must have 
"capacity" to contract. In Oklahoma you 
"parties capable of contracting." Okla. 
15, § 2 (1981). 

Although the Restatement and the Oklahoma statutes 
focus on capacity problems with minors and the 
mentally ill, most issues encountered in the 
business world concern whether the individual we 
are negotiating with has the power to make and 
accept offers to contract. 

If the person is contracting in their individual 
capacity, then we only need to concern ourselves 
with whether they are a minor or mentally ill. 
See Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 11 and§ 12 (1981). 

a. In Oklahoma a 
years of age. 
(1981). 
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b. The statutes provide certain exceptions to 
the incapacity of minors and the mentally 
111. Generally, their contracts are only 
voidable at their election. 

c. As with any other situation, you always need 
to ensure that the party you are dealing with 
(whether as an individual or as an agent or 
employee) has the authority to contract with 
regard to the subject matter of the contract. 

In most situations the person you are contracting 
with is acting in some sort of representative 
capacity such as an employee of a corporation, 
partnership, joint venture, a trustee, 
administrator or executor of an estate, federal, 
state, or local government representative, an 
"attorney in fact" operating under a power of 
attorney, or perhaps an operator of a well. 

a. In these situations you need to ascertain 
whether they can properly act on behalf of 
the entity or person they purport to 
represent. 

b. We also need to define the scope of their 
authority. 

B. Transactions With Agents: The Corporate Example 

1. 

2 • 

All the business of a corporation is transacted by 
its agents. The key is to ensure the agent you 
are dealing with has the authority to bind the 
corporation to the agreement. 

Autority to bind the corporation can come from one 
of three general sources: 

a. Express Authority. The corporation expressly 
confers authority on a corporate officer or a 
designated person to take certain action. 
Express authority may arise from statute, the 
certificate of incorporation, the corporate 
bylaws, a resolution of the board of 
directors, or other written authority. 

b. Implied or Incidental Authority. This would 
include all authority that may be necessary, 
usual, and proper to exercise the agent's 
express authority. Implied authority may 
also arise from a course of conduct whereby 
the corporation permits its agent to act in a 
certain manner. _ 
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c. Apparent Authority - Estoppel. As stated in 
18B AmJur2d § 1526 (1985): 

"[W]hen, in the usual course of the business 
of a corporation, an officer or other agent 
is held out by the corporation or has been 
permitted to act for it or manage its affairs 
in such a way as to justify third persons who 
deal with him in inferring or assuming that 
he is doing an act or making a contract 
within the scope of his authority, the 
corporation is bound thereby, even though 
such officer or agent has not the actual 
authority from the corporation to do such an 
act of make such a contract." 

"Stating the rule in terms of estoppel, a 
corporation that, by its voluntary act, 
places an officer or agent in such a position 
or situation that persons of ordinary 
prudence, conversant with business usages and 
the nature of the particular business, are 
justified in assuming that he has authority 
to perform the act in question and deal with 
him upon that assumption, is estopped as 
against such persons from denying the 
officer's or agent's authority." 

The first place to look for "authority" to act is 
in the Oklahoma General Corporation Act, Okla. 
Stat. tit. 18, §§ 1001 - 1155 (Supp. 1988). 

Okla. Stat. tit. 18, § 1006 (Supp. 1988) provides: 

"B. the certificate of incorporation may 
also contain any or all of the following matters: 

1. Any provision for the management of the 
business and for the conduct of the affairs of the 
corporation, and any provision creating, defining, 
limiting and regulating the powers of the 
corporation, the directors, and the shareholders, 
or any class of the shareholders . 

C. It shall not be necessary to set forth in the 
certificate of incorporation any of the powers 
conferred on corporations by the provisions of the 
Oklahoma General Corporation Act." 

a. The General Corporation Act makes the 
certificate of incorporation the paramount 
document governing the management of the 
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corporation. 

b. Usually, however, the details of corporate 
management will be specified in the bylaws. 

5. Okla. Stat. tit. 18, § 1013 (Supp. 1988) provides: 

6. 

7. 

"B. The bylaws may contain any provision, not 
inconsistent with law or with the certificate of 
incorporation, relating to the business of the 
corporation, the conduct of its affairs, and its 
rights or powers or the rights or powers of its 
shareholders, directors, officers or employees." 

a . 

b. 

For Example: In East Cent. Okl. Elect. 
Coop., Inc. Y.:. Oklahoma G. & E. Co., 505 P.2d 
1423 (Okla. 1973), the court notes that the 
bylaws of the Electric Cooperative provided: 

'"[T]he Board of Trustees may authorize any 
officer or officers, agent or agents, to 
enter into any contract or execute and 
deliver any instrument in the name and on 
behalf of the Cooperative, and such authority 
may be general or confined to specific 
instances. '" 

Usually the bylaw provision would be followed 
up by specific documents specifying what the 
officers and agents can do. Typically this 
will be through a resolution, specific 
statement in the bylaws, a power of attorney, 
or other oral or written communication. 

Okla. Stat. tit. 18, § 1016 (Supp. 1988) provides: 

"Every corporation . shall have power to: 
.... 13. Make contracts .... " 

Okla. Stat. tit. 18, § 1015 {Supp. 1988) provides: 

"In addition to the powers enumerated in .. 
[§ 1016] of this act, every corporation, its 

officers, directors and shareholders shall possess 
and may exercise all the powers and privileges 
granted by the provisions of the Oklahoma General 
Corporation Act or by any other law or by its 
certificate of incorporation, together with any 
powers incidental thereto, so far as such powers 
and privileges are necessary or convenient to the 
conduct, promotion or attainment of the business 
or purposes set forth in its certificate of 
incorporation." 
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8. Okla. Stat. tit. 18, § 1027 (Supp. 1988) delegates 
all corporate authority to the board of directors. 
§ 1027 A. provides: 

9. 

"The business and affairs of every corporation 
organized in accordance with the ... Act shall 
be managed by or under the direction of a board of 
directors, except as may be otherwise provided for 
in the Act or in its certificate of 
incorporation." 

Okla. Stat. 
the proper 
is through 
board of 
with the 

tit. 18, § 1028 (Supp. 1988) suggests 
way to confer authority on an officer 
the bylaws or by a resolution of the 

directors which is "not inconsistent" 
bylaws. 

10. Special statutes may address particular types of 
transaction. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

For Example: Any instrument "affecting real 
estate or authorizing the execution of any 
deed, mortgage or other instrument relating 
thereto" must follow the rules stated in 
Okla. Stat. tit. 16, §§ 91-95 (1981 and Supp. 
1988) . 

§ 92 provides that any instrument affecting 
real estate that is executed and acknowledged 
in accordance with §§ 93-95 "shall be valid 
and binding upon the grantor, notwithstanding 
any omission or irregularilty in the 
proceedings of such corporation or any of its 
officers or members, and without reference to 
any provision in its constitution 
[certificate of incorporation] or bylaws." 

§ 93 requires that the name of the 
corporation be "subscribed" to the document 
by an "attorney in fact or by the president 
or any vice-president of such corporation .. 

II 

§ 94 requires that when 
signed by the president 
must be "attested" 
assistant secretary 
corporation, with 
attached." 

the document is being 
or vice-president, it 
by the "Secretary, 

or clerk of such 
the corporate seal 

e. § 95 requires that the signature of the 
officer or attorney in fact be "acknowledged" 
and provides a suggested acknowledgment form. 
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V. CORPORATE CAPACITY TO CONTRACT EXERCISE 

Assume The Following Facts: 

United States Carpet Mills, Inc. (Carpet Mills) wants 
to build a new plant on land near Bristow, Oklahoma. 
Carpet Mills negotiated with Oklahoma Gas & Electric 
Company (OGE) and East Central Oklahoma Electric 
Cooperative, Inc. (East Central) regarding electrical 
service. 

The assistant manager (Mary) for East Central had been 
given general authority by its board of trustees 
[directors] to enter into new commercial electrical 
service contracts. Prior to August 1, 1969 the board 
and the general manager of East Central expressly 
authorized Mary to negotiate an electrical service 
agreement with Carpet Mills. 

On August 1, 1969 Mary called the president of Carpet 
Mills to make an offer regarding electrical service. 
The president of Carpet Mills accepted Mary's offer. 

On August 7, 1969 a written contract concerning the 
electrical service was signed by the president of 
Carpet Mills and the president and assistant manager of 
East Central. 

On August 11, 1969 the Board of Trustees for East 
Central ratified the contract. 

On August 
plant was 
Bristow. 

4, 1969 the land on which the Carpet Mills 
being built was annexed by the City of 

OGE seeks an injunction to prohibit East Central from 
providing electrical service to Carpet Mills because 
OGE has an exclusive franchise to serve all customers 
within the city limits of Bristow. However, if Carpet 
Mills and East Central had a service contract in place 
before the plant became part of the city [August 4, 
1969], then OGE's exclusive franchise will not apply. 

IS THERE A CONTRACT? 

WHEN WAS IT FORMED? 

ASSUMING OKLAHOMA 
SHOULD BE APPLIED 
MATTER WHETHER THE 
CAPACITY DISPUTE? 

LAW WILL APPLY, WHAT CONTRACT LAW 
TO EVALUATE THIS DISPUTE? DOES IT 

CODE APPLIES IN RESOLVING THIS 
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HOW COULD EAST CENTRAL HAVE AVOIDED THIS DISPUTE? 

See East Cent. Okl. Elec. Coop., Inc. v. Oklahoma G. & 
E. Co., 505 P.2d 1324 (Okla. 1973) (the assistant 
manager had authority to enter into the oral contract 
so the East Central contract was in existence prior to 
the annexation ) . 

A. General Observations By The Court In East Central 
Regarding Capacity To Contract 

B. 

1. "A corporation is an artificial person, which of 
necessity must act by and through its agents." 

2 • 

3. 

4. 

"Unless he [the assistant manager] is expressly 
restricted to the performance of certain specified 
acts, he may do anything which naturally and 
ordinarily has to be done to carry our the 
paramount purpose of the corporation." 

"Except where it is required by statute or by the 
articles of incorporation or by-laws of the 
corporation that the authority of an officer or 
agent must be conferred in a particular manner, 
authority to make a particular contract need not 
necessarily be expressed, but may be inferred from 
the facts and circumstances of the particular 
case, as from a course of conduct or dealing by 
the corporation with its officers and agents." 

"[A] corporation acting 
legitimate purpose may 
parol contracts to 
individual." 

within the scope of its 
make, and be bound by its 

the same extent as an 

Observations By The Court Regarding Formation Of The 
Contract 

1. "The fact that the parties may have contemplated 
the subsequent formal execution of the contract 
does not necessarily imply that they have not 
already bound themselves to a definite and 
enforceable contract the terms of which could only 
be altered by mutual assent." 

2. "Ordinarily nothing after acceptance is required 
to make a contract effective. The act of 
acceptance closes the contract. No formalities 
are required. It is sufficient if in the course 
of the transaction the party to be charged in some 
writing signed by him or his duly authorized agent 
recognized or ratifies an agreement sufficiently 
expl ic·i t in terms . . " 
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INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL DRAFTING 

Demystifying Legal Writing 

1. For centuries clients have been subjected to the 
mystical writings of their attorneys. Contracts, 
deeds, pleadings, wills, statutes, regulations, 
and any other "legal" document bore the mark of 
the lawyer's craft. 

2. However, during the past two decades the "craft" 
has been exposed as an inherent weakness in legal 
writing - and legal thought. 

3. 

a. 

b. 

The ultimate test of 
litigation. Usually 
of the outcome, you 
task. 

your work is often 
this means, regardless 
failed your drafting 

However, drafting by the attorney can only be 
as durable as the foresight of the attorney 
and their client. Many times a defective 
drafting process eliminates or reduces the 
opportunity for exercising foresight. 

The reformist movement in legal writing has a 
single basic goal: To communicate - using clear, 
concise, and plain English in a workable format. 

4. Pursuit of communication as a goal has a number of 
ancillary benefits. 

a. 

b. 

It elevates communication above form and 
tradition. 

It forces attorneys to evaluate problems more 
carefully to decide what language is required 
to address the situation. 

c. It requires a reevaluation of the tautology 
of the law to define what it means and then 
evaluate if it is necessary. 

d. It provides the client with a more active and 
meaningful role in the drafting process. 

e. 

f. 

It permits 
responsiblity 
they should 
the document. 

It forces a 
drafting task 

the client to assume greater 
for the finished product since 

understand what is being said in 

more demanding review of the 
which should result in better -
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analysis of the task and a better product. 

g. All of this should result in reduced 
litigation and increased client satisfaction. 

5. My approach to demystifying the drafting process: 

a. First, we identify the problem by evaluating 
common examples of traditional legal writing. 
(The Problem) 

b. 

C • 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Second, we address 
identified in the first 
provide us with the basic 
expressing ourselves in 
of the process. (Language) 

language problems 
step. This will 

building blocks for 
the remaining steps 

Third, we define the basic legal requirements 
for forming the relationship the document 
will create. (Validation) 

Fourth, we design the structure of the 
document. (Design) 

Fifth, we evaluate, with our client, what the 
document should address and how it will be 
used. (Content Planning) 

Sixth, we write, striving to 
relationship in clear, concise, 
English. (Draft) 

express the 
and plain 

Seventh, 
client, 
(Edit) 

we 
to 

evaluate 
identify 

the document, with our 
problems and rewrite. 

A Critical Analysis of Legal Writing (The Problem) 

1. A major contributor to poor legal writing is the 
drafter's failure to adequately think about the 
writing portion of their drafting task. 

a. 

b. 

This lack of thought is often promoted by the 
use of forms to begin a drafting task. Often 
the drafting process is associated with the 
selection of the proper form. 

Nothing is wrong with 
they come from, and 
determine whether the 
sabotage your drafting. 

using forms - where 
how you use them, 

form will aid or 

(1) Too often the form is used to initiate -
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the drafting process and in effect 
becomes the drafting process. Not 
surprisingly, the finished product often 
looks very similar to the selected form. 

(2) Too often the contents of the form are 
not understood. Why did the person who 
prepared the form use a clause, 
sentence, phrase, or word? Until these 
questions are answered, the form cannot 
be properly evaluated. 

(3) Forms should be used at the end of the 
drafting process once you fully 
understand the legal and factual 
requirements of the transaction and have 
selected your language to express the 
transaction. 

(4) You will be able to compile and use your 
forms as you address each problem. The 
significant difference, with your own 
form, is you should have thought through 
each of its terms (at least once) and 
know their effect. 

The most common problem with legal writing is the 
use of meaningless language which clogs the 
document with unnecessary words. 

a. 

b. 

Basic goal omit all unnecessary words, 
phrases, sentences, and sections. 

Stray language obstructs understanding of the 
working language and creates an opportunity 
for ambiguity. With ambiguity comes the 
minefield of judicial interpretation and 
construction. 

The common law baggage: 

a. England had several legal languages during 
its history. This resulted in using words 
from each of several languages in legal 
documents. For example, documents may 
contain strings of words which have a Celtic, 
Latin, Anglo-Saxon, and French origin. 

b. The tendency in America has been to adopt the 
English practice of using a string of similar 
words to express a single concept. 

c. Thomas Jefferson observed that American 
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lawyers drafting statutes followed the old 
English style of "making every other word a 
'said' or 'aforesaid,' and saying everything 
over two or three times, so that nobody but 
we of the craft can untwist the diction and 
find out what it means . ... " 

d. For example: 

( 1 ) "If lessee 
when due, 
null and 

fails 
this 

void 

to pay delay rental 
lease shall be totally 

and of no further force 
and effect whatsoever." 

(2) Consider this alternative: 

"If lessee fails to pay delay rental 
when due the lease terminates." 

For an example of how entrenched the old English 
style has become in America consider the Texas 
statutory deed form found at Tex. Property Code 
Ann. § 5.022 (Vernon 1984): 
I 6.022. ronn 

(a) The following form or a form that ii the same in 1ubstance conveys 
a fee 1imple estate in real property witla a covenant of ,eneral warranty: 

--rhe State of Texas, 
.. Ciounty of _______ _ 

"Know all men by these presents, That I, ------- of the 
_______ (give name of city, town, or county), in the it.ate 
aforesaid, for and in consideration of _______ dollars, to me 
in hand paid by ______ _, have i}"&nted, told, and conveyed, 
and by these presents do grant, sell, and convey unto the Aid 
______ _, of the _______ (give name of city, town, 
or county), in the It.ate of _____ __, all that certain 
______ (deacn"be the premises). To have and to bold the 
above described premises, together with all and singular the rights and 
appurtenances thereto in any wiae belonrinr, unto the Aid 
______ _, his heirs or assigns forever. And I do hereby bind 
myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators to warrant and forever 
def end all and 1ingular the taid premises unto the Aid 
_______ his heirs, and assiins, against every person whom-
aoever, lawfulJy claiming or to claim the same, or any part thereof. 

"Witness my hand, this ______ clay of 
______ _, A.D. 19-

"Signed and delivered in the presence of ______ _ 

" 
(b) A covenant of warranty ii not required in a conveya.nce. 

(c) The parties to a conveyance may insert any clauae or use.any form 
not in contravention of law. 
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5. Consider this edited form of the Texas statutory 
deed: 

WARRANTY DEED 

I 1.m. r .. 
(a) fl>e foDo · 
ee 1imp1t 

CIODftJI 
ty: 

(e) ~ parties to a conve 
aot in contravention of law 

may inlert any elauae or ue any fonn 

s.-,heo( Q.,.c,( ofelit1~ 

-~cl-.) A!CJ, 

.s~~~t"+ ~ .. t
,'((.(V\~ W GlvV~t'\~ 

-+;~l~ h, -tN d,s,v:~ 
"--"'d 

it you ~t'\t 'h> '"'.t,·~,k -h,., J"'~•'lo(~.f,~ > 7ov 
Co\/lo( .litv'P'1 s~-k.: Hoiw:.s c(N~r;, '")c."~ 

\J Y!pl•ce i+ w;th '' Look~ 1-\evt lblb1. 
-H,;,s i.s vYty f~vov~-lc.. - COv _ 
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6. The statutory deed form in Oklahoma is also a 
remnant of the old English drafting style. Okla. 
Stat. tit. 16, § 40 (1981) provides: 

7 • 

"A warranty deed to real estate may be 
substantially in the following form, to wit: 

Know all men by these Presents: 

That _______ part __ of the first part, in 
consideration of the sum of ------------dollars, in hand paid, the receipt of which is 
hereby acknowledged, do hereby grant, bargain, 
sell and convey unto ________ the following 
described real property and premises, situate 
in ___________ County, State of Oklahoma, to 
wit: _______ together with all the improvements 
thereon and the appurtenances thereunto belonging, 
and warrant the title to the same. 

To have and to hold said described premises 
unto the said part ____ of the second part, 
heirs and assigns forever, free, clear and 
discharged of and from all former grants, charges, 
taxes, judgments, mortgages and other liens and 
encumbrances of whatsoever nature; 

Signed 
of ------

and delivered this ------- day 
191 

II 

Contrast the Oklahoma and Texas approach with the 
modernized Kansas approach of Kan. Stat. Ann. 
§ 58-2203 (1983): 

"Any conveyance of lands, worded in substance as 
follows: A.B. conveys and warrants to C.D. (here 
describe the premises), for the sum of (here 
insert the consideration), the said conveyance 
being dated, duly signed and acknowledged by the 
granter. " 

The statute then continues, indicating the effect 
of the "conveys and warrants" language: 

it "shall be deemed and held a conveyance in fee 
simple to the grantee, his or her heirs and 
assigns, with covenants from the granter, for 
himself or herself and his or her heirs and 
personal representatives, that the ~antor is 
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lawfully seized of the premises, has good right to 
convey the same and guarantees the quiet 
possession thereof, that the same are free from 
all encumbrances, and the granter will warrant and 
defend the same against all lawful claims." 
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C. Rebuilding The Legal Document {Language) 

1. Looking at poorly-drafted documents and asking a 
few questions will help you to develop an eye for 
needless words. 

2. 

3. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

Question 1 Why is 
sentence, paragraph, or 
it serve any real purpose? 

this word, phrase, 
section here? Does 

Question 2 - What does it mean? 

Question 3 What will happen to the 
agreement if I take it out? 

Question 4 - Will it improve the agreement to 
leave it in? 

Determine whether your sentences have too many 
"glue" words in proportion to the "working" words. 

a. Working words words that carry the meaning 
of the sentence. 

b. Glue words words that hold the working 
words together. 

c. For Example, the working words in the 
following sentence have been underlined: 

d. 

Avoid 

The word 
declared 
including 
purchased 

"GAS" as used herein is hereby 
to include all gaseous substances 

oil well gas (casinghead gas) 
and/or processed hereunder. 

Saying the same thing with less "glue" we 
might write: 

The word II GAS II includes all gaseous 
substances including oil well gas (casinghead 
gas). 

compound phrases when a single word will 
suffice. 

a. "in the event that" - "if" 

b. "in order to" - "to" 

c. "prior to" - "before" 

d. "subsequent to" - "after" 
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4. Avoid unnecessary phrases such as "the fact that," 
"because of the fact that," "despite the fact 
that," "the question as to whether or not." 

5. See two excellent books on this subject (each can 
be read in less than two hours): 

Richard Wydick, Plain English for Lawyers (2d ed. 
Carolina Academic Press 1985). 

William Strunk, Jr. and E.B. White, The Elements 
of Style (3d ed. MacMillan 1979). 

D. The Document's Legal Requirements (Validation) 

l. You have 
They want 
client to 
Michigan. 

just finished talking with your client. 
you to draft a contract authorizing the 
locate a compressor on land located in 

a. 

b. 

c. 

First, you consider the requirements for 
creation of a contract. 

Certain issues may require special attention. 
For example, you discover that the entity 
owning the land is not Acme Oil Company, but 
rather the Bear Creek 1988-1 Limited 
Partnership for which Acme is one of the 
general partners. You have a capacity issue 
that will need to be researched to ensure you 
are contracting with the appropriate parties 
and can request the proper information to 
confirm their authority. 

If your 
to give 
rights, 
required 

client wants to record the contract, 
constructive notice of your contract 

you will need to determine what is 
to record a contract in Michigan. 

For example, you may need to have the 
document acknowledged, witnessed, or comply 
with other formalities before it can be 
recorded. 

You may be able to record a memorandum of 
your contract and achieve the same 
constructive notice goal without disclosing 
the precise terms of .the contract. 

Consider the Michigan example which has many 
statutory requirements before a document can 
be recorded Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. 
§§ 565.201 and 565.201a (West 1988)~ 
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565.201. llequlremeDta for recordlna with repter of deeds 
Sec. 1. No instrument by which the title to real estate or any interest 

therein is conveyed, assigned, encumbered or otherwise disposed of, executed 
after the effective date of this act shall be received for record by the register 
of deeds of any county of the state unless the same complies with each of the 
following requirements: 

(a) The name of each person who executed such instrument &ball be legibly 
printed, typewritten or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath 
the signature of such person and the address of each such person shall be 
printed, typewritten or stamped upon the face of the instrument; 

(b) No discrepancy shall exist between the name of such person as it 
appears either in the body of such instrument, the acknowledgment or jurat, 
as printed, typewritten or stamped upon such instrument by the signature, or 
in the signature of such persons; 

(c) The name of each witness to such instrument shall be legibly printed, 
typewritten or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath the signa
ture of such witness; 

(d) The name of any notary public whose signature appears upon such 
instrument shall be legibly printed, typewritten or stamped upon such instru
ment immediately beneath the signature of such notary public; 

(e) Wherever in this act it is required that the name of a person shall be 
•printed, typewritten or stamped upon such instrument immediately beneath 
the signature" of such person, it is the intent of the legislature to require that 
such signature be written upon such instrument directly preceding such name 
so "printed, typewritten or stamped". Such signature shall not, however, be 
superimposed upon such name so as to render either illegible. Such instru
ment shall, however, be entitled to be received for record if such name and 
signature are in the discretion of the register of deeds so placed upon such 
instrument as to render the connection between the 2 apparent. Any instru
ment received and recorded by a register of deeds shall be conclusively 
presumed to comply with the requirements of this act. The requirements 
contained in this act shall be cumulative to the requirements imposed by any 
other act relating to the recording of instruments; 

(f) The address of each of the grantees in each deed of conveyance or 
assignment of real estate, including the street number address if located 
within territory where such street number addresses arc in common use, or, if 
not, the post office address shall be legibly printed, typewritten, or stamped in 
such instrument; 

(g) Instruments shall not be typewritten or printed in type smaller than 8 
point size, and the size of any sheet in any such instrument shall not exceed 
81/2 by 14 inches, and shall be legible and on paper of not Jess than 13 
(17x22-SOO) pound weight. Nothing in this subdivision shall affect instru-
ments executed outside the state or the filina or recording of plau or other 
instruments, the size of which arc rqulated by law. 

565.201L Recordlna requirements; tcrlvener'1 name and addreu on 
recorded lnstnunenta 

Sec. IL Each instrument described in section 1 1 executed after January 1, 
1964 shall contain the name of the person who drafted the instrument and the 
business address of such person. 
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2. The validation process begins by defining the task 
draft a contract, deed, division order, 

indemnity provision, pleading, etc. 

3. Next you define the basic legal requirements for 
creating a valid document. At this stage we 
really aren't concerned with the specific content 
of the document instead we want to define the 
general content requirements. For example, what 
is required for an effective conveyance of rights 
in an oil and gas lease? 

4. You may 
to learn 
draft. 

have to refer to some general references 
about the document you are about to 

5. After you have a general understanding of the 
document, research the applicable statutes that 
govern the document. May need to follow this with 
an examination of regulations. 

6. Consider any relevant case law addressing the 
topic. 

The Structure Of The Document (Design) 

1. Consider structural requirements dictated by the 
validation process. For example, if you want to 
disclaim a warranty in a sale of goods, you will 
have to use special language and ensure that your 
limitation is "conspicuous." Okla. Stat. tit. 
12A, § 2-316 (1981). This may dictate placement 
and type size. 

2 • 

3. 

Begin drafting by selecting a descriptive title 
for the document: 

OXY/ACME COTTONWOOD FIELD FARMOUT AGREEMENT 

Identify the parties to the agreement and 
establish a short-form reference: 

OXY NGL INC. ("OXY") and ACME OIL COMPANY ("Acme") 
agree as follows: 

a. 

b. 

Select a form of 
require returning 
who is "party of 
of the second part." 

reference that will not 
to the first page to see 
the first part" and "party 

I prefer 
However, 
dictate 

to avoid even "buyer" and "seller." 
the nature of the contract may 

that you use an indefinit~ reference 
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for at least one of the parties - but try to 
make it a distinctive reference. 

Attempt to have all blanks that need to be 
completed, such as the date, signatures, etc. 
located in one location so you can tell at a 
glance whether all the blanks have been completed. 

Avoid including multiple date blanks. 

5. Recitals are often unnecessary. However, in some 
cases they may be helpful to set the stage for the 
agreement; such as reference to a dispute which 
leads up to the settlement agreement. 

a. 

b. 

Traditional Approach: 
with a "Whereas . 11 

I would 
"Background:" 
recitals. 

designate 
followed 

Begin each statement 

a 
by 

paragraph as 
the numbered 

6. Don't confuse recitals with representations. 

7. 

8. 

Contracts 
prefer to 
and then 
the place 
defined. 

often include a definition section. I 
define each word when it is first used 

provide an index of terms that refers to 
in the agreement where the term is 

a. Once you define 
distinctive type 
contract. 

a term, you may want to use 
whenever it is used in the 

b. Once you define a term use it consistently 
throughout the agreement. 

Break up the operative language for your reader in 
logical divisions. Use section designations, 
avoid long paragraphs, and avoid unnecessarily 
long sentences. 

9. Signature lines place them where all the other 
blanks are located. 

10. Economize your drafting whenever possible. For 
example: 

An Oklahoma statute authorizes the following 
acknowledgment form for a corporate conveyance: 
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"State of Oklahoma, 

County. 
ss. 

Before me, a _________ in and for said 
county and state, on this ______ day of 19 __ , 
personally appeared _____________ , to me 
known to be the identical person who subscribed 
the name of the maker thereof to the foregoing 
instrument as its (attorney-in-fact, president, 
vice-president, or mayor, as the case may be) and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the same as 
his free and voluntary act and deed, and as the 
free and voluntary act and deed of such 
corporation, for the uses and purposes therein set 
forth." 

Okla. Stat. tit. 16, § 95 (1981). 

A different Oklahoma statute authorizes the 
following form of certificate of acknowledgment: 

"State of --------County of ______ _ 

This 
(date) by 
authority, 
of party 
executed) . 

instrument was acknowledged before me on 
(name(s) of person(s)) as (type of 
e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of (name 

on behalf of whom instrument was 

------ ------ ----
( Signature of notarial officer) 

(Seal, if any) 

Title (and Rank) 
(My commission expires: -----

Okla. Stat. tit. 49, § 119 (Supp. 1988) 

The Document's Factual Requirements (Content Planning) 

1. After identifying general requirements, we must 
address the. specific facts of the transaction to 
determine what will be included and how we must 
draft to validate special requirements of the 
transaction. 

2. For Example: Suppose you are entering -into a gas 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

purchase agreement and the gas purchaser is 
obligated to lay gathering lines to the wells. 
The producer wants to ensure that the lines are 
promptly layed so production sales can commence. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

The contract provides: "Gas purchaser will 
begin construction of the line so that sales 
can commence on or before March 14, 1989." 

If the gas purchaser fails to meet the March 
14, 1989 date is it a material breach of the 
contract permitting the producer to cancel 
the contract? This will depend upon whether 
time is considered an important element of 
the contract. 

The Oklahoma 
interpretation 
attorney has a 

regarding contract 
the producer's 
task they must 
15, § 173 (1981) 

statutes 
indicate 

drafting 
Stat. tit. address. Okla. 

provides: 

"Time is never considered as of the essence 
of a contract, unless by its terms expressly 
so provided." 

The attorney must be attuned to identify all 
possible issues that may require special drafting 
attention. 

As with any contract, the attorney will engage in 
the "what if" game with their client to try and 
identify contingencies that need to be addressed 
in the contract. For example, what does the 
client want to do if on March 14, 1989 the gas 
purchaser has not completed the line? We may want 
to provide for some stated remedy - such as daily 
liquidated damages. 

As the factual requirements are identified, you 
should begin to arrange them into logical 
groupings. These will become the sections and 
subsections of your contract. 

State The Agreement In Clear, Concise, And Plain 
English (Draft) 

1. Now you are ready to take your design, add the 
language necessary to validate the agreement, and 
then write the specific content of the agreement. 

2 • After you 
agreement, 

have 
you 

completed 
may want 
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agreements (forms) to 
have omitted something 
document. 

check 
that 

and see whether you 
needs to be in the 

H. Rewrite, Evaluate, Obtain Client Input (Edit) 

A. 

1. Your client will often be the best source of 
information regarding what needs to go into the 
agreement and how it needs to be organized for 
their administration. 

2. Ensure your client understands each term in the 
document and appreciates why they have been 
included or why certain provisions have been 
excluded. If your client doesn't fully understand 
the document, you've got problems. They must 
understand the contract; particularly if they 

3. 

4. 

will be administering it terms. 

Rewrite until you and your client are satisfied . 
Send it to the other party (who hopefully has been 
involved in at least the initial phases of 
defining the contours of the deal). If the other 
party has problems understanding prov1s1ons, 
redraft them until you are satisfied everyone 
knows what is intended and how the contract will 
operate. 

During this stage you may identify additional 
issues that need to go through the 
validation/design/content planning process. 

CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION 

The Contract Is A "Living" Instrument 

1. 

2 • 

Carefully negotiated and 
obligations in the contract 
poor administration. 

drafted rights and 
can be lost through 

NOTE: This is something attorneys, particularly 
tax attorneys, should consider when drafting 
agreements or requiring relations to be structured 
in a particular way. 

a. Can the proposed agreement be efficiently 
administered once it takes effect? 

b. Does your client have the capacity to 
function under the contract? 

Read the contract periodically and .audit its 
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B. 

VIII. 

A. 

3. 

operation. 

For Example: May need to request a deliverability 
test to determine the "average daily quantity" of 
gas used to calculate take-or-pay obligations. 

Diligently pursue any failure 
express terms of the contract 
claims of "waiver" and 11 estoppel." 

to 
to 

adhere to the 
avoid later 

Determine what your course of action can (and 
should) be for any deviation from contract terms. 
Notify the other party how you plan to treat 
present, and future, deviations. 

4. Each contract, even with the same party, has a 
separate existence. 

CAUTION! Avoid settling disputes under one 
contract through nonperformance of other 
contracts. For Example: Gas Purchaser (GP) buys 
gas from i under three different contracts. ~f 
believes i has tampered with the meters to wells 
under contract #1, resulting in an overpayment to 
i. GP withholds payment for gas under contracts 
#1, 2, and 3 until the overpayment is recovered. 
GP has breached contracts #2 and 3 unless they 
specifically authorize GP to withhold payment 
under these circumstances. 

Obtain Legal Advice Whenever There Are Performance 
Problems 

1. If you have a potential breach of contract 
(whether you are the breaching party or the other 
party commits the breach), obtain legal 
assistance. 

2. If you are the breaching party, there may be ways 
to cure the default, minimize damages, and 
maintain the contract in effect. 

3 .. If you believe the other party has breached the 
agreement, proceed with caution. A wrong move, a 
moment of overreaction, or a poorly phrased 
declaration, could make you the breaching party. 

DIVISION AND TRANSFER ORDERS 

The Division Order 

-1. Defined: A contract between the owner of 
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production (or their agent) and a purchaser of 
production. 

Terms authorize the purchaser to take custody of 
production and pay the parties in the proportions 
indicated in the division order. 

2. Function: To protect the purchaser from adverse 
claims in the event of an improper distribution of 
production proceeds. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

Relieves 
interpret 
meanings . 

the purchaser 
documents which 

from 
may 

trying to 
have varying 

Purchaser's attorney 
the production and 
interest owners. If 
title, the attorney 
the division order 
the requirements 
before production 
distributed. 

will examine title to 
identify all potential 
there are any defects in 
will identify these in 

title opinion and state 
that must be satisfied 

proceeds can be 

Once title requirements are 
division order section will 
division orders and send 

satisfied, 
prepare the 

them to each 
interest owner. 

When the division orders are signed, 
production proceeds are disbursed in 
accordance with the division order. 

Even though the division of interest may be 
inaccurate, the purchaser will be protected 
in relying on the division order until 
purchaser receives notice of the problem. 

Division orders have obtained a "bad name" 
among royalty owners because lessees have 
often used them to, in effect, amend the oil 
and gas lease on significant payment issues 
such as: calculation of how production will 
be valued for royalty purposes, costs 
deductible from royalty, warranty of title, 
indemnity provisions, interest on suspended 
accounts. Often they purport to ratify the 
lease. 

See the 1988 NARO Special Report: "Division 
Orders: Sign, Sue or Stall?" Also see the 
"Uniform Division of Interest Form" prepared 
for NARO members. 
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3. Common Provisions 

a. Warranty Provide purchaser with a remedy 
against the signing party (royalty owner, 
working interest owner, non-working interest 
owner) in the event purchaser pays the 
signing party and they do not own the 
represented interest. 

b. Description of the Lease and Land 
Establishes the premises from which 
production can be taken. Serves as the basis 
for other provisions in the division order; 
e.g. warranty, indemnity, etc. 

c. Effective Date and Time - Must know, at all 
times, how payment is to be made. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Term Often revocable at will. Many gas 
division orders are tied to the term of a 
particular gas sales contract. 

"NGL is authorized 
during the term of 
referenced below 
Order] 

to receive gas therefrom 
the Contract/Agreement 

" [NGL Gas Division 

"This 
either 
written 
Order] 

Division Order may be cancelled by 
party giving thirty (30) days prior 
notice." [NGL Indemnifying Division 

Direct How Payments Should be Made - Specify 
the fraction or decimal share of production 
purchaser has allocated to the interest. 

Change of Ownership - Purchaser will follow 
payment directions in the division order 
until notified of a change. 

Not required to keep track 
interests. Must receive 
changed circumstances. 

of terminable 
notice of the 

Authority to Receive Production - Passing of 
title from interest owner to purchaser. 

NGL Gas Division Order, Paragraph SECOND: 
"The word 'GAS' . [includes] ... all 
other substances contained in the gas stream 
such as ... sulfur, helium and nitrogen." 

GAS also defined to include gas, ~asinghead 
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gas, and "all liquid hydrocarbons contained 
in the gaseous substances . . 11 

h. Price Oil usually market or posted price. 
Gas, may refer to gas sales contract. 

NGL Indemnifying Division Order 
tied to Gas Processing Agreement. 

Payment 

NGL Gas Division Order - Payment tied to Gas 
Processing Agreement? 

1. Payment Procedures Time period for making 

j . 

k. 

1. 

settlement and sending payment. 

Right to accumulate small amounts. 

Authorization to pay by mail and check. 

Measurement Methods for determining 
quantity of production and deductions for 
quality problems. 

Taxes 
taxes. 
purchaser 
of the tax 

Authority of purchaser to deduct 
Effect on lease? May merely permit 

to pay; may not be a reallocation 
burden. 

NGL Gas Division 
"less any taxes 

Order, Paragraph FIRST: 
required by law to be 

deducted " 

Evidence of Title Obligation to provide 
purchaser with proof of title. Effect of a 
title dispute - power to suspend payment. 

NGI. Gas Division Order, Paragraph THIRD: 
"NGL 
until 
title 

may 
any 

is 

withhold payment 
defect, dispute 
corrected or 

satisfaction of NGL. 11 

~i tpo_µt interes_! 
or question of 
removed to the 

See, however, Mag_gg~ Y.!. Gulf Oi 1 Corpo_rat ion, 
222 Kan. 733, 567 P.2d 1326 (1977) cert. 
denied, 434 U.S. 1065 (1978) (court refuses 
to honor division order to relieve lessee 
from payment of interest on royalties held in 
suspense). 

Kansas takes a dim view of lessees using 
division orders to try and adjust their 
obligations under the oil and gas lease. See 
Holmes Y.!. ~ewanee Oil Co., 233 Karr. 544, 664 
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P.2d 1335 (1983) (division 
payment of royalty based 
ineffective when oil and gas 
payment of the market value). 

order requiring 
on proceeds 

lease required 

Miscellaneous Provisions 
applicable law. 

Compliance with 

B. Transfer Orders 

C. 

1. Defined: An authorization to the purchaser to pay 
another person for all or part of a share of 
production covered by purchaser's division order. 

Often contains terms similar to those contained in 
a division order; or incorporates terms of the 
division order it amends. 

2. Function: Usually the evidence required by the 
purchaser to effect a change of distribution under 
a division order. 

a. NGL Gas Division Order, Paragraph THIRD: 
"NGL shall not be responsible for recognizing 
any change of ownership in the absence of 
actual notice ~ng proof thereof satisfactq_;:y 
to NGL." 

b. The Transfer Order is the "proof thereof" 
required by the purchaser (NGL). 

C • Unless the underlying division order is 
revocable, will need to effect a change of 
ownership through a transfer order - unless 
the parties agree to revoke the divsion order 
and execute a new division order with the 
transferee of the interest. 

A new division order may be used when the 
entire interest is being transferred. 

"Letters In Lieu Of" Transfer Orders 

1. Defined: A letter executed by the owner of the 
interest (shown in the division order) and their 
transferee, directing the purchaser to pay 
production proceeds to the transferee as of a 
specified date and time. 

2. Function: When an owner sells all or a large part 
of their interest in a field, a letter may be used 
to authorize the purchaser to make payment to the 
new owner in lieu of executing individu~l transfer 
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orders. 

a. Parties to the sale can use one letter, 
listing all the interests being sold, and 
then state terms similar to those contained 
in the production purchaser's standard 
division order. 

b. Designed to speed up the change of ownership 
process so the new owner gets paid as soon as 
possible. 

c. In many cases, if there has been a sale of 
all the owner's interests, the production 
purchaser will want the new owner to execute 
new division orders anyway. 

D. Indemnity 

1. Division orders, transfer orders, letters in lieu 
of transfer orders, and just about every sort of 
contract you find in the oil and gas business, 
will contain some form of "indemnity" clause. 

2. 

3 • 

4. 

Defined: A contract provision which shifts the 
burden (risk) of liability for an event from one 
party to another. 

Does not exempt the party from potential 
liability. Party is still responsible to third 
parties for their acts. However, if they have to 
pay something to third parties, then the contract 
provides someone will reimburse the paying party. 

Function: Participants in the oil and gas 
industry leverage risk in many ways. They often 
leverage risk by sharing it in joint operations. 
Also, within a joint operation, certain risks will 
be allocated among the parties. The indemnity 
clause is used to allocate such risks as: loss of 
title, lack of title, and accidents. 

[Seller] "agrees to indemnify NGL .. against 
all claims of any one claiming any title to or 
interest in gas delivered hereunder, or the 
proceeds thereof, and against all loss, damage and 
expense, (including court costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees) incurred or suffered by NGL . 
by reason of any such claims " NGL 
Indemniying Division Order. 

IX. APPENDIX - (Begins on Next Page) 
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Puritan Life Ju Co., 5'8 F.2d 895, 901 
(10th Cir.1977); Ridge ii. Tamur, "4 F.2d 
3, 5 (10th Cir.1971). Given the weight of 
evidence in the record supporting the find. 
ings, and the deference we must afford 
triers of' fact in the evaluation of the crecli
bility of witnesses, we cannot aay the find
ings are clearly erroneous. 

We therefore conclude that the violation 
of the C,ourt Reporter's Act did not result 
in a miscarriage of justice. The court be
low was able, through an evidentiary hear
ing, to reconstJ"uct the sequence of events 
resulting in Chavez' conviction. Its finding 
that Chavez was sentenced under the statu
tory provision to which he pied guilty ia 
supported by the record. Consequently, 
the di.strict court properly denied the sec
tion 2255 motion to correct sentence. 

AFFIRMED. 

MA."'iCHESTER PIPELINE CORPORA
TION, Plaintiff/ Appellee, 

PEOPLES NAnTRAL GAS COMPANY, 
A DIVISION OF U-'TERNORTH, INC., 

Defendant/ AppellanL 

NOL 86-1616, 86-%7%0. 

United States Court of Appeals, 
Tenth CircuiL 

Dec. 13, 1988. 

Natural gas seller brought ■uit against 
purchaser for breach of alleged contract. 
The United States District Court for the 
West.em District of Oklahoma, Lee R. 
West, J., entered judgment in favor of ■e~ 
er and denied buyer'■ poet:trial motion■ for 
judgment notwithstanding the verdict, for 
new trial, and for remittitur. On appeal, 
the Court of Appeals, Stephen H. 
AnderM>n, Cittuit Judge, held that (1) m 
dence ■upported fmding that there wu 

contract between ■eller and buyer for sup
ply of natural pa; (2) Oklahoma'■ atatu
t.ory provision for cakulatin1 damar• for 
nonacceptance or repudiation of contract 
governed calculation of damarea ■uatained 
by seller following buyer'• breach of ten· 
year contract after first year; and (3) in
■tJ"uction on incidental damages allegedly 
sustained by ■eller contained no error. 

A.fflrn)ed in part, reversed and re 
manded in part. 

1. Gu .-13(1) 

Oklahoma's codification of Uniforn 
Commercial Code applied to issue of forma· 
tion of alleged contract relating t.o ■ale of 
natural gas reserves to be severed from 
the earth by the seller. 12A O.S.1981, 
H 1-101 et aeq., 2-107, 2-206. 

%. Gu P13(1) 

Evidence supported finding that natu
ral gas buyer's transmittal of three copies 
of' document entitled "Gu Purchase Con
tract" plus explanatory letter to seller was 
an "offer" whlch ■eller accepted by re
turning signed and executed copies of doc
umenL 

3. Gu P}3(1) 

Evidence supported jury's implicit fmd
ing that natural gas buyer's representative 
wa., buyer's agent and had authority to 
execute pa purchase contract with seller; 
while there waa conflicting evidence aa to 
what representations were made to seller 
concerning representative'■ authority, and, 
while there was evidence that representa
tive was not authorized to execute con
tracta binding buyer, there was also evi
dence that all of representative's actioru1, 
including tnnamittal of contract document 
with explanatory letter, were approved by 
representative's superiors. 

4. Gu $al3(1) 

Oklahoma's statutory provision for eaJ. 
C"Ulating damages for nonacceptance or ~ 
pudiation of contract governed calculation 
of damages sustained by natural pa ■eDer 
due to buyer'■ breach of ten-year contraet 
at end of' first year; damages were cikula
ble by reference to difference between par-
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ties' contract price and market price of gu 
ander 1imilar long term contract at time 
aeJJer learned of buyer's repudiation. 12A 
O.S.1981, H 2-728, 2-728(1). 

I. Gu .. 13(1) 
Instruction on incident.al damages al

JegedJy sustained by natural gas 1eller due 
to purchaser's breach of ten-year contract 
after first year was not error with regard 
to 1e1ler's recovery of costs of extending 
pipeline; instruction correctly defined "incl· 
dent.al damages" pursuant to Oklahoma 
1t.atute, and then simply st.ated that 1eller 
claimed pipeline costs as incident.al dam· 
ages but that buyer argued that they were 
not incidental damages and that aeller 
would have incurred them anyway. 12A 
O.S.1981, t 2-710. 

Kenneth N. McKinney (David W. Kirk 
with him on the briefs), McKinney, Stringer 
& Webster, Oklahoma City, Okl., for plain
tiff/ appe llee. 

Joeeph P. Titterington (William L. Peter
eon with him on the briefs), Kenan & Peter
son, Oklahoma City, Ok.I., for defend
ant/appellant. 

Before ANDERSON, BALDOCK and 
EBEL, Circuit Judges. 

STEPHEN H. ANDERSON, Circuit 
Judge. 

This diversity ease arises out of an al
leged gas purchase contract between the 
seller, Manchester Pipeline Company 
("Manchester"), a corporation formed to 
1ell natural gas produced from a reservoir 
in Oklahoma, and the buyer, Peoples Natu
ral Gas Company ("PNG"), a natural gas 
distn'bution company. Manchester brought 
1uit in district court in Oklahoma, claiming 
that PNG had breached the gas purchase 
contract and seeking damages. A jury re
turned a verdict for Manchester and award
ed Manchester damages in the amount of 
$1,450,000. The district court denied 
PNG's post-trial motions for judgment 
n.o.v., for a new trial and for a remittitur. 

Manchester thereafter filed a motion to 
tax costs and attorney's fees. The district 

court awarded Manchester it.a coats and 
referred the question of attorney'• fee1 to 
a magistrate, who, after conduct.me an evi
dentiary hearing, u&ealed $175,000 in at
&orney'a fees against PNG. The diatrict 
court afflfflled that award. PNG's appeal 
from the award of attorney'• feea has been 
consolidated with it.a appeal from the jury 
verdict and award of damages to Manches
ter. For the reuona 1et forth below, we 
AFFIRM the jury verdict finding that PN G 
breached the contract with Manchester, but 
REVERSE and REMAND for a recalcula
tion of damages. Because we partially re
mand, we do not address at this time the 
propriety of the award of attorney'• fees to 
Manchester. 

BACKGROUND 

William H. Davis and others discovered 
and -developed a natural gas reservoir 
known as the Manchester Field (the 
"Field"), located in Grant County, Okla
homa. By the end of 1983, there were four 
completed wells in the Field. Ultimately, 
eleven wells were completed in the Field. 
In late 1983, Davis began contacting sever
al natural gas purchasers, including PNG, 
to explore possibilities for 1elling the gas. 

Actual negotiations between Manchester 
and PNG commenced in November, 1983. 
There were several meetings between Man
chester representatives and PNG repre
sent.atives. PNG's represent.atives on sev
eral occasions provided Davis with sample 
gas purchase contracts for his review. In 
April, 1984 Davis met with Rod Donovan, 
PNG's gas contracts represent.ative. Don
ovan testified that he often, but not al
ways, told prospective 1ellers that any of
fer he made was subject t.o PNG manage
ment approval. R.Vol. II at 165. Donovan 
further testified that his superior, Bill Elia
aon, never told Donovan that any of the 
offers or letters he [Donovan] 1ent in con
nection with the negotiations with Man
chester were "improper or inappropriate." 
Id.. at 168; R.Vol. III at 172. Eliason testi
fied that he approved the terms Dmiovan 
was negotiating with Manchester at each 
1tage of those negotiations and communi
cated those terms t.o other members of 
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PNG's management. Eliaaon's superior in 
PNG management, Richard Coil, teat.med 
that he wu eenerally aware of the tenna 
being negotiated with Manchester and that 
he never disapproved of any such terms. 
R.Vol. II at 189; R.Vol. IV at ~21. Davis 
testified that Donovan told him ''he did 
have authority to negotiate contracts. He 
didn't imply that he had authority to aign 
contracts." R. Vol. II at ~9. Coil indi
cated that Dono~an had no actual authority 
to execute documents on behalf of PNG. 
R.Vol. IV at 19. 

Donovan aent Davia a letter dated May 
14, 1984 "offering'' to pUl"Chase natural gu 
from Manchester, at the price of S2.65 per 
Million British Thermal Units ("M.BTUs"), 
for a 20 year period. 

The parties continued to negotiate over 
the following montha. On three or four 
occasions during those montha, Donovan 
aent to DaYis a single copy of a sample gas 
purchase contract. On those copies, "draft 
copy" was stamped in red ink. On Septem
ber 12, 1984, Dono..,.an sent to Davis three 
copies of a document titled "Gas Purchase 
Contract" (the "Document"), covering six 
wells in the Field. These did not have 
"draft copy" stamped in red on the front 
page. The Document provided for a term 
of ten years and contained detailed provi
sions concerning price, minimum "take" ob
ligations, determination of reserves, and 
the right of PNG to reduce the price paid 
for gas taken in order to rem&in competi
tive in the gu market. 1 The copies were 
accompanied by a Jett.er, which stated in 
pertinent part: 

"Enclosed for your review and approval, 
please find three copies of our Gas Pur
chase Contract covering acreage refer
enced above. 
"If you find this Contract acceptable, 
please fully execute all three copies, (in· 
eluding notary pages) and return to this 

l. Tbis latlff is the so-ailed •martrt-down• or 
•m,arb,~ut• provision. which is frequently in
cluded ill lofll term p purch&K contracts and 
which the parties ariuc bcn impacts upon any 
damages M&ncbeslcr suffered from PNG'1 aJ. 
lqed breach of contract. S. 37 /r&Stitwe on Oil 
tutd GAs UIW tutd TG.UJtion, § 6.06{2) (1916). 

office. Following [PNG'a] execution, one 
completed Contract will be forwarded to 
you." 

R.Vol. I at Tab 1, Ex. B. Coil testified that 
it would not be normal PN G procedure to 
send out a contnct for a pa producer to 
aign unless PNG management found the 
terms of the contnct acceptable. 

On September 18, 1984, the Vice Pres~ 
dent of Manchester, Richard Massengale, 
executed the three copies and returned 
them IO Donovan. PNG never executed 
the copies and denies that a contract for 
the purchase of pa has ever been formed 
between the parties. PNG's explanation 
for ita failure to sign the contract ia that it 
loet ita largest industrial gas customer and 
there wa.s a general "aoftening" of the pa 
market, the combined effect of which nm
dered it unable to enter into a contnct. 1 

Coil testified that he began to be concerned 
about PNG's loss of mArket even before 
the Document waa sent to Manchester for 
signature, but that he "did let them go 
ahead and send out the contract with the 
understanding that it may not get air 
proved .... " R. Vol. II at 188. 

The parties presented conf'licting evi
dence as to the eustom in the oil and gas 
industry regarding entering into gas pur
chase contracts. Both Donovan and Davis 
testified that gu pUl"Chasers always draft. 
ed the contracta. Donovan testified that, 
after a gas contract representative such as 
himself had drafted the contract, he would 
forward it to the producer for execution. 
He testified that after the gas contract 
representative had received the executed 
copy from the producer, he would "forward 
it to . . . management for their review and 
flll&Jly their execution." R.Vol. Ill at 148. 
Coil testified ai.nu1arly u to the eustom in 
the indu.stry. He atated that "we do not 
feel we have a contract with the producer 

2. PNG rai!a but does not sb"e5I the arsumcni 
that, assumina the eJUSleoa: o/ a CODlnet be
tween the parties, performance could be a
c-used under the force majewT cl.aua of the 
contract on the theory that a failu.re of the ps 
market constituta a r~ majew'e. A recent 
Ok.l&boma case forecloses the availability of that 
and related ar,wnents. S. Cols,:n-. ONG 
Wcstem, Inc., 7S6 P.2d 1209 (Okla.1981). 
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11111i1 it ii liped by both parta." ll. Vol. 
fV at 16. PNG preaent.ed an upert wit
neu who tatified that thia pnctxe wu 
followed witbout exception. Davia t.-tified 
that, in prvtace, while tbe buyer ahra71 
expected the producer to lian ud execute 
t.be contnet first, t.be bayer ahn71 r.
tw-ned an executed contnet once t.be ~ 
duoer bad executed t.be document. llan
chester'a expert., William Dutcher, teetified 
that it wu the eust.om ill tbe oD ud pa 
illduauy to only form&lly eschan,e n~ 
eated document.I aft.er the produeer and 
buyer had agreed, at leut verbally, on all 
t.be terma. One of the otl>er workiJlr illter
•t ownera of the producin& wella in the 
Field, George Singer, upreued a 1imDar 
apinion. 

During the negotiations between PNG 
and Manchester, the parties bad &,reed 
that Manchester would acquire any neces
u.ry rights of way and construct a pipeline 
from the Field to PNG's pipeline 171tem. 
This obligation was embodied m the Doc
ument. R.Vol. I at Tab 1, Ex. C. Davia 
testified that in July and August, he in-
1trueted Massengale, who wu an engineer, 
to commence the engineering 1tudiea necea-
1,ary for Manchester to build the pipeline. 
R.Vol. II at 117-18. He further teatifled 
that, at PNG', request., llancheater ued 
larger pipe in bw1ding the pipeline (am-inch 
instead of four-inch) ''to match up with the 
system they [PNG] already had in place." 
rd. at 51. Donovan testified that he bad a 
!lumber of conversations with Masaenga)e 
,onceming the pipeline, and that he told 
Massengale "that it would be more prudent 
:o wait unt:11 after the contract had been 
1pproved and executed by my management 
before he would go ahead with [the pi~ 
line)." R.Vol. III at 149. 

Alt.er Manchester returned the executed 
copies of the Document., Davia met with 
Donovan and Eliason in September, 1984 to 
d.iacuss the pipeline. There was conflicting 
evidence as to what happened at that meet
ing. Manchester presented testimony that 
Davis was assured that, deapite PNG'& fail
ure to return the executed copy of the 

I. Donowan leStified "I bad DO reuon to teU him 
to •op buildina that pipeline afler September 

Doeament, PNG wanted to purebue llan
cheater'a pa bat WU a:perienc:ins IOIDe 
internal pa aDocat:ion problems, ud tut 
Davia lhoaJcl continue ill hia effora to con
struct t.be pipeline. DoDoftll and Eliuon 
1eltified that Eliuori a:plamed to Davia 
PNG'a besitancy to sip the Document, and 
weed Davia t.o diaeontinue conatraetiori on 
the pipeline antil PNG'• manacement had 
liped it. Eliuon t.-tified that, at that 
meetmc, PNG wu only "considering" 
whether t.o purchue Kancheat.er'a pa. 
Donovan further testified that Davia Mid 
be would coritinue with the pipeline and ■ell 
to another buyer if PNG refuaed to aim 
the Document. Donovan then aelcnowl
edced that., aft.er Davia Aid be would con
tinue the pipeline and ■ell to another buyer 
if PNG refuaed to aign the Document., he 
never &pin urced Davia to atop building 
the pipeline. 1 

Davis t.eltified that Donovan called him 
in mid-October to tell Davia that PNG was 
loeing a major C'Wltomer, but that Donovan 
usured Davis he 1hould continue with the 
pipeline. Donovan alao informed Da,'is 
that PNG would probably only be able to 
take the minimum amount d.iacuased. Don
ovan characterized this phone conversation 
differently. Be t.eltified that he never dis
euned the pipeline and that he told Da,'is 
"it wu very unlikely that our manarement 
wu roing to &i?ef to •ien the contract." 
R.Vol. III at 157. 

Donovan aent a Jetter to Davia dated 
October 29, 1984 in which he Mid there 
would be no binding contract until PNG's 
management signed and executed the Doc
ument, and advising Manchester not to pro
ceed with installation of the pipeline Wltil 
PNG's management had don, ao. On No
vember 2, Davis and Singer met with Dono
nn and Eliason. The parties preaented 
conflicting evidence as to what happened at 
this meeting. Davis and Singer both teati
fied that Donovan and Eliason both admit
ted that, while they felt PNG wu already 
bound by the contract, PNG's manaeei;nent 
would only execute the documents if Man-

21tb: R. Vol. W at 198. 
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cheater woaJcl lower tbe amoant of p1 denied t.bat lfanehener nffered •1 dam
PNG wu oblipted to purchue under the ..- from PNG'1 braeh. 
ODDtract b7 acneinl to a lower ....,. 
•timate filure. Donoftn and Eliuon 
botll C.tified that tbe me.ma, primarilJ 
consisted of Smcer'• attempta to penude 
PNG to aip the Document. AltAr a 1able
q11ent meefinc between Mancheat.er'1 enp 
neer and PNG'a npreaentativ•, tbe ~ 
tiea ~ on a lower reserve ficure. C.. 
reapondence from Donovan acknowlect,ed 
t.hia aareed upon reaerve ficure. Adden
dum to Brief of Appellant, Tab F. On 
December r-1, 198', PNG informed Man
chester that it would not 1ip the Doe
ument. 

In an effort to mit.ipte i1a damac-, 
Manchester contnc:ted with Seiaaortail 
Natural Gu C.Ompa.n1 and extended tbe 
pipeline to connect with thii buyer', faeiJi. 
tiea. 'n,e contnct with SciuortaD ("Sc:ia-
10rtail C.Ontract'j, dated December 1, 198(, 
wu a one year "apot market" contract, 
with a nnewal option.• Under that con
tnet, Manchester aold pa from tbe Field 
at a lower price, S2.S8 per MBTU, than that 
atipulated under the contract with PNG. 

Manchester aued PNG, claimin1 bnach 
of contract. PNG'a reaponae wu that 
there wu never a contract between it.lelf 
and Manchester and, even if then wu, it 

4. Davis testified tbal • •spo1. mand' contract ii 
based OD •month ID month manetin&,• rather 
than a "lo111 ,erm firm ap-eemcm. • R. Vol. D al 
91. ~-. upen. Duu:bcr, detcribed tbc 
•.,c markd' U nlcniJII ID •direct saJea from 
a producer ID an md mer, IUCb u a larfc 
industry or an electric udliry, cw a local climiblt
tioa company directly, u oppo,aed ID tbc ~ 
ducen selli111 tbc pa . . . 10 a pipeline, wbo 
would ... resell ii lo ti- end userL• R.VoL 
m 11 •1. Typic:aJJy. a spo1. maru1 CDDtract bas 
I &crm ol from°°" monah lO one year, bu DO 
·cue or pay" provisioa. ao ·minimum lake· 
provision, and provides tbc producer with a 
lower price than it would Ft under a Iona term 
conlrllc:L R. Vol D • 91-92. 

9. Section 26 of tbc ResUIUmDII provides u fol. 
lows: 
. ·A manif'estation ol wiDincne- ID enter inlO I 
barpin is DOI an offer if tbc penoa IO wbom 
ii ii addressed ~ or bu reuoD ID know 
that tbc perW>D ma.kine ii doea no1 Intend to 
conc:ludc a barpjn UDtil be baa made • fur. 
tber manifcswion « uaeDL• 

hsuiumort (Set:mul} of~' J6 (lffl). 
Comment I ID SectioD 26 ala M follows: 

W-Jth reprc1 to die mt.ence o1 a ... 
tnet. PNG arau• tbat i1a motion for Jade· 
mat n.o.•. ahould ban hen putad t. 
caue then wu iuuffieient mdence tbat 
the partiea bad entered into a bindmc eDD

tnet to aeD pa. It area• that tbe .,.;. 
dence produced at trial lbowa that ""the 
partiea intended that tbe reduction to wm
inc and uecution of tbe contract wu a 
condition precedent to i1a mt.ence." Brief 
of Appellant at 16. Relyiq on Seetiona 26 
ud rr ot tbe Bmatn&nt ~ of 
Ccmtraeta, PNG arruea that Kancheater 
bad "reuon to know" that PNG did DOt 
intend to become bound b1 tbe acreement 
antil it 1iped and aecuted tbe copiea.1 

Manchester responda that tbe conflietin1 
evidence u to the euatom iD tbe oD and pa 
induatry concernmc formalization of pa 
purchaae contncta at leut created a jury 
question u to whether Manchester bad 
"reuon to bow'' that PNG did not intend 
to be bound util it bad 1iped tbe Doc
wnent, and the jury reaolved that question 
in Mancheater'1 favor. Manchester further 
argues that, under Okla.St.al tit. 12A., 
I 2-206, PNG'a letter wu an offer "invit
in1 acceptance in any manner and by any 

• 1teuaa IO know' dcpeom DOI only OD tbc 
words or ocher conduct. bus abo OD tbc cir
cwnsw,ces, includina previous commun.ic:a
liom ol tbc paniel and tbc usap:s ol tbeir
commwuly or line al ,_.,,,_, • 

1'. at I 26 commma L 
SeclioD 27 providea a follows: 
"Manifestations ol 111CDt that are iD tbem
lCMI IUfficieDt IO CDDCludc I CODtnct will 
DOI be PffVe!U.ed from ID opci-.ti.Qa by tbc 
fllcr that tbc parties WO manifest aD intaatiOD 
ID pn:pare and adopt a wrinen memorial 
tbenu; but tbc CU"CWDSlaDcel may show that 
tbe ..,-cemcnu are preliminary ncaoo,atioas. • 

RIIIWOMnl (SecoNIJ of~ I 27 (1979). 
Comment b IO sectioD 27 .. tel u follows: 

-CIJr either pany kDOWI or bu reuon to 
bow that tbc ocher pany n:prcb tbc ..,.. 
menl u incomplete and intends that DO obli
ptic,11 lhalJ ailr wadi ocher &cnm are uamt• 
ed IO or wllil tbc wbole bu bcca reduced to 
&DOtbcr wnaen rorm. tbe preli.minaey DCFCi· 
mom and ap,:,c:ments do DOI CIIDllitule a 
CDlll1'8l:L. 

1'. al I 27 c:ommma b. • 
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aeclium reaaonable in~ c::iraumtlnoll" 
IDd that Kanchetter wnably acceped 
b..1 retwninc the ex~ted copies to PNG.• . . . .. . . 

Witli rep.rd lo the damages awarded 
M1ncwter, PNG ai:su• that the 6arict 
Cll)llri. erred irl inatroctmg the jarJ OD t.be 
method for compatme M&J>Cheater'1 clam
aps and on mddental d.amares and a,pea 
that the jury'1 award of dam&gea wu not 
av.pported by arectible endence. 

DISCUSSION 

''ID tJiil cireuit, the 1uffic:ieney of the 
evidence to go to the jury ii a mauer of 
federal law eve11 in divenity cuea." 1W. 
De-po.it In.a. Corp. ~- Plllerm.o, 815 F.2d 
1829, 1385 (10th Cir.1987); 1« tllao Sw.w
~- Stau Form F'irt and Cal'U4ltr Co., 833 
F.2d 883, 887 n. 5 (10th Cir.1987), cert. 
denied, - U.S. -, 108 S.Ct. 1732, 100 
LF.d.2d 196 (1988); BrotD"n 11. JlcGrafl)-Ed· 
uon Co., 736 F .2d 609, 612 (10th Cir.1984). 
We should onJy grant judgment n.o.v. 
"when &II the inferences to be draWll from 
the e\;dence are 10 in favor of the moving 
party that reasonable peraons could not 
differ in their eoncluaions." Polermo, 815 
F.2d at 1335. We "may not weirh the 
evidence, pus on the credibility of witness· 
ea, or aubstitute [our) judgment for that of 
the jury." Brotm, 186 F.2d at 618. And, 
while federal standarda iovem the suffi
ciency of the evidence, Oklahoma provides 
the aubst&ntive law applicable to the under
lyini cauaes of action. Id. 

Similarly, the denial of a motion for a 
new trial m a diversity cue ii governed by 
federal law. Su Sw.gg,, 838 F .2d at 887 n. 
6; Whiultf ~- OKC Corp., 719 F .2d 1051, 
1058 (10th Cir.1983). PNG UEUed before 
the district court that a new trial 1t'U re
Quired becauae the verdict wu against the 
weirht of the evidence. 

i. Alt.emath,ely, Mancbcslff arpes that lhe 
Oklahoma Supreme Cow, bu .-.,mcnized that 
lhe doctrine of equ.hable estoppel CUI estop • 
part) from deayiaa tbt a.ist.e~ of an ■-ree· 
IDeDL '!be jW')' WU imlrucled OD both lhe 
contract and estoppel tbeori~ Sinc:,r lhe jury 
only ret~ a ,eneral w:rdicl for Mancbesler, 
we cannOI tell wbethc:r the jury found that there 
wu a contract bctwccn Mancbesla and PNG or 

-

. _ .. A IDOCioD for a new trial made GD t.be 
arwad that tae Mrdiet of the jarJ ii 
aca,inst the •echt of the mdence aor
ma.Dy pre1enta a qaestion of fact and not 
or law and ia addressed to the diacretion 

· ef tbe trial eoart. On rerin, we wilJ DOt 
disturb the demal of a motion for a new 
trial atJlesa there ii a 1bowing of mani
fest abuae of discretion. The stand.aJ'd 
we uae in determining this ia whether the 
•erdiet ii 'clearly, decidedly, or over
wbelmin&}y' ap.inat the wei&'ht of the 
evidence." 

Brotl'f&, 786 F.2d at 616-17 (cit.ationa omit• 
ted). 

Here, the jury WU imb'ucted that, in 
order to find for Manchester, it had to find 
by a preponde~ of the evidence that a 
contnet exiat.ed between Manchester and 
PNG. Alternatively, the jury wu insb'uct· 
ed that, if it f oUDd no contract existed 
between Manchester and PNG, it 1hould 
oonaider whether PNG ii equitably es• 
topped from denying that it wu reuonable 
for M&nehester to rely on PNG'a promise 
to buy Manchester'• pa. 

(1) }J the diltrict court insb'ucted the 
jury, in order for there to be a contract 
between two pertiel, there muat be a meet• 
ing of the minds on &II material element& of 
the eontract. Su Watkiu ~- Grod11 
Catit1tr Soil and Water C'oMerNtioft Di.,. 
trict, '88 P.~ 491, 49' (Okla.1968) ("there 
muat be a meetin& of the minds of the 
parties 011 all material part.I of the agree
ment in order to aettle a n.lid contract."). 
Furthermore, 1ince the alle&ed contnet re
lated to the a.ale of natural pa reae"es to 
be severed from the earth \)y the aeUer, 
Oklahoma's codification or t.be Uniform 
Ciommercial Code applies. &e Golwn ~
ONG JJ'uurn., Inc., 756 P.~ 1209, 12'l0 
(Okla.1988) (}{auger, J., concurrin&); Ok.la. 

whether it found for Mancbc:slcr bued OD aD 

equitable estoppel theory. Al - cli.scuaed 
~ fully in lhe tat of tbu opinion, theft was 
aufficicnt cvi~ in thi, CaK from which lhe 
jury could fiAd th.al a contniCI e:&ist.ed between 
lhe partie$. Additionally, lheff wu lllfficient 
C'YideDOC 1.0 aippon • jury verdict for Manc:he5-
kz on equitable es&oppcl pounds. 
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Stal til 12A, f 2-107.' Under Okla.Stal 
til 12A, f 2-206: 

"(l) Unleu otherwise unambiruoualy in
dicated by the Janruage or circumatancea 

"(a) an offer to make a contract ahall 
be conatrued aa inviting acceptance in 
any manner and by any medium re&· 

aonable in the circumatances." 
Manchester arg-uea that the September 12 
transmittal of the letter and three copies of 
the Document . was an "offer'' and that 
Manchester's prompt' return of the exe
cuted copies wu "acceptance in any ma& 

ner and by any medium reuonable in the 
circumstances." PNG argue, that, follow• 
ing the Rutatemnt {&cond) of Con· 
tract.a, there could be no "offer'' u long u 
Manchester had "reuon to know" that 
PNG did not intend to become bound until 
PNG had itaelf executed the Document 

(2, 3} In Oklahoma, u under the Jaw of 
most states, the question of the existence 
of • contract ii a question of fact for the 
jury to resolve. Su Groham v. Bialwp, 
428 P.2d 223, 225 (Ok.l&.1967); ue alao 
/.M.A., ]71,C. 11. Rock) Mountain .A.inoai,a, 
Inc., 713 P.2d 882 (C,olo.1986); ArrotL•Mad 
Con.struetwn Co. of D~ Cit11, Ka.7Uaa, 
Inc. v. Eue:r Corp., 233 Kan. 2"1, 662 P.2d 
1195, 1201 (1983); &pro. v. Mol11corp, 
Inc., 97 N.M. 13, 18, 636 P.2d 28', 289 
(1981); Robert W. Anderson Hou.a~ck• 
ing and Euavating, Inc. v. Board of 
TruJuu, 681 P.2d 1326, 1330 (Wyo.1984). 
The questiona of PNG's intent not to be 
bound by the Document until it had exe
cuted copies of it and of whether Manche&• 
ter had "reuon to know" that PN G did not 

7. Section 2-107 provides in pertinent pan: 
•(1) A ex>ntract for the sale of minerals or the 
like, includina oil and ps ... ii a contTact for 
the sale of 1oods within this article if they are 
to be le\lered by the seller .... • 

Ok.la.Sw. liL 12A. I 2-107. 

I. The parties both address the question of Dooo
van's authority to enier into a contract on PNCis 
behalf. PNG arsue,s -0.vis admitted that be 
was aware that ... Donovan lacked authority to 
enter into a contract on behalf ol [PNGJ: Brief 
of Appellant at 16. Thus, PNG sugesa.s Oooo
va.n lacked authority to bind PNG. In the face 
ol conflictin& c:videna:, the questioo of wbdber 
Donovan wu PNG's aacnt wilh respect to any 
contract is a question ol fac:L S- A6et v. Gc,u, 
412 P.2d 155, 160 (Okla.1966); cf. Alildwl v. 

intend to conclude a barpin until further 
indication from PNG, are factual queationa. 
Aa we have indicated, comment a to aeetion 
26 of the R•tat,e,,,,,r,&t uplainl that: 

" 'Reuon to know' depends D0t only OD 

the words or other conduet, but aJao the 
cittumatancea, including previou.a com
municationa of the parties and the uuc· 
ea of their community or line of buai-
neaa." 

Rutaf.emfflt {Second) of Contract. f 26 
comment a (1979). 

The jury in this cue heard conflirtinr 
testimony u to the substance of numeroua 
converutions and communications between 
PNG repreaentativee and Manchester rep
resentativee conceminc PNG'a pW'Chase of 
llancheater'a gu and concerning the Doc
ument There wu conflicting evidence u 
to the parties' unden1tanding1 and commu
nications concerning llt.neheater'a obli
ption to build the pipeline. Additionally, 
the testimony conflicted u to the cu,tom in 
the oil and gu induatry for formalizing 
contracu and u to the expectations and 
undel'8tand:inga of buyer and seller at dif. 
ferent stages in the contract formation pro
cess. After carefully reviewing the record, 
we conclude that there wu aufficient evi• 
dence from which the jury could conclude 
that PNG'a tnnsrnittal of the three copies . 
of the Document, with the Sept.ember 12 
letter, constituted an "offer'' which Man· 
chester accepted in a reaaonable manner by 
returning the copiea, siined and executed, 
thereby forming a contnct on the terma 
contained in the Document u modified, if 
at all, by any later mutual agreement.• 

Ford Alo1or CruJj1 Co., 611 P .2d 42, 46-47 (Ok.la. 
1984) (where facts concern.ina -,ency are uncfil. 
puted and ao c:onflictina iDferenc:a can be 
drawn therefrom, question ol -,ency is one ol 
law for court to decide). Here, there was coo
fiictinc evidence u to what representations 
were made to Manchester concerni.na Dooo
VIID's authority, and, while there was mdenu 
thal Donovan WU DO( authoriz.ed lO aecu1e 
0011tracts bindina PNG, there was evidence that 
all of Donovan's actions, includiac the transmit
tal ol the Document with the Seplember 12 
letteT, Wffe approved by DoDOYaD's superiors at 
PNG. In such a situation, we do DOC dilSl.rb the 
jw-y's implicit findm& that Donovan - PNG's 
a,eat for ~ purposa ol the coo&nd betwem 
M.ancbes&cr and PNG. -
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l•J We remand, bowner, for a rwdet.er
aination of the dalJl&IIII payable by PNG 
,_. breach of the eontnet. PNG upes 
that tbe coW't miainatnieted the jurJ OD the 
eomputation of damages for yean two 
throu1h t.en of the contnct. '11,e ~ 
eourt'a mat.ruction WU U folJowa: 

'"'In order to determine the amount of 
damages: (1) for the fint :,ear, you may 
consider the evidence presented with re
prd to the difference between the 
~ to price, if an:,, for the pa and 
the price obtained at resale of the pa to 
Scisaort&il Natural Gu Company, but 
that price ia not concluaive, except to the 
extent that it reflect.a a 1tandardized 
market price at the time and place • 
fendant [PNG] would have had to take 
the amount of p1 a,reed, if there wu 
an agreement, to be taken for the fint 
1ear; pJus (2) for the :,ean two tllrough 
ten, you may conaider the ffideDce 
pre&ented with regard to the difference, 
if any, between the market price for the 
ps at the time and place in the future 
when defendant [PNG] would have had 
to take that portion of plaintiff's [lwi
cheater'a] reserves u agreed, if agreed, 
and the agreed price, if any." 

IDlu-uet.ion No. 14, R.Vol. I at Tab 81.1 

PN G argues that thia imu-uction conflieta 
with OkJahoma'a 1tatutory proviaiona for 
eaJcu.lating damages for non-acceptance or 
repudiation of a contnct. We acne. 

Under Okla.StaL tit. 12A, t 1-106, "[t]be 
remedies provided by this Act 1hall be ~ 
erally administered to the end that the ag
grieved party may be put in u ,ood a 
position as if the other party had fully 
performed .... " PNG argues that Okla. 
Stat. tit. 12A, ft ~708 and Z-728 govern 
the measure of a aeller's damages for non
acceptance or repudiation of a contract. 
Section Z-708 provides in pertinent part: 

"Subject to subsection (2) and to the 
provisions of thia Article with respect to 

t. PNG appears not to cballenae part (1) of the 
imtTuct.ion, conununa Manchester's clamaps 
for the first year of the COlltrllCL 

proof of marbt price (Section I-US). the 
meuure of damages for aon-acceptance 
or repudaa by the bayer ii the differ
ence between the market priee at the 
time and place for tender and the unpaid 
eontnct price together with u:, inciden
tal damages provided in this Article (Sec
tion 1-710), bat Jeu expenaea aaved in 
consequence of the buyer's breach." 

Olda.Stal tit. 12A, f 1-708(1). Section Z
'723 provides in pertinent part: 

"'If an action hued on anticipatory re
pudiation comes to trial before the time 
for performance with respect to aome or 
all of the ,ooda, any damages bued on 
market price (Section 1-708 or Section 
1-718) shall be determined according to 
the price of such goods prevailing at the 
time when the aggrieved party learned 
of the repudiation." 

Id. at f Z-728(1). Accordin1ly, PNG ar
iu• Manchester's damages should be de
termined in accordance with the price of 
p1 "prevailing at the time when the ag
pved party learned of the repudiation." 

The comment to aection 1-728 of the 
Oklahoma Code ,tat.es u follows: 

--niere are no previous Oklahoma deci
liona. Thia chan1es the rule u previous
ly 1tated in Williaton on Salea, Section 
&87, wmch says that when an action for 
anticipatory breach comes to trial before 
performance date the measure of dam
qea ii the difference between the con
tnct price and the market value at the 
date fixed in the contnct for perform
ance. Thus, the jury muat speculate by 
attempting to predict what the future 
market value will be. The· Commercial 
Code rule is more certain and far easier 
to apply." 

Id. at f Z-728, Oklahoma Code Comment. 
The Uniform Commercial Code Comment to 
that section states in part. "[t]hia aection is 
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not intended to exclude t.be ue of any 
other reaaonable method al determining 
market price or of measuring damages if 
the circumstances of the. cue make thia 
neceuary." Id. at § 2-723, Unifonn C.Om
merci&l Ciode C.Omment. The district court 
apparently relied on th.is latter comment in 
giving the challenged inat:naction. ln ita 
order denying PNG's motions for judgment 
n.o.v. or for a new trial, the court stated: 

"The C.Ouit acknowledgea that in moat 
circumstances the measure of damagea 
for repudiation is determined according 
t.o the price of the goods prevailing at the 
time when the aggrieved party learned 
of the repudiation. Okla.Stat. tit. 12A. 
t 2-723(a) (1981). Nevertheleu, t.he 
unique circumstances of a gaa purchase 
agreement with a take or pay obligation 
requires that the jury conaider the ex
treme unpredictability of the future mar• 
ket. Giving the jury such discretion, p~ 
vides the opportunity t.o find plaintiff is 
or is not entitled t.o recover damages for 
any alleged 1018 in the future. Because 
the nature of the gas market is uniquely 
nonstandard and the terms of pa pur
chase agreements are not easily analo
gized to commercial contracts in general, 
this C,ourt finds the circumstances of this 
cue, u presented at trial, fell wit.hin the 
acope of the commentary to Section 2-
723, that st.at.ea other reasonable meth
ods of determining market price or mea· 
auring damages are not excluded from 
use where necessary." 

R.Vol. I at Tab '3. Manchester argues 
that the district court's decision t.o depart 
from the literal application of section 2-723 
"ii in line with the modern trend of the 
law." Brief of Appellee at 2'. Both par
ties concede that there ·are no Oklahoma 
caaes directly on point. 

10. In support of its ar,wnent that section 2-723 
provides the proper measure ol ~ PNG 
refers us to a recent Second Circuit cue involv
in& breach ol a Iona term aluminum supply 
contract. Se, Trans World Metols, Inc. v. Saud,. 
win Co., 769 F.2d 902 (2d Cir.1985). n.e court 
in Trans World lleua/s applied the damaaes rem-

1n deterrninmr t.be proper meuure of 
damages for breach of a long term contnct 
such u the one between Manchester and 
PNG, we mUlt bear in mind the fundamen
tal objective of the remedies proviaiona of 
the Uniform C.Ommercial Ciode-to place 
"the aggrieved party . . . in u good a poei
tion u if the other party had fully per
formed." Okla.Stat. at. 12A, f 1-106. .A. 
indicated, section 2-723 provides that, in an 
anticipatory repudiation action which ia 
brought before the time for performance, 
damagea are calculated on the buia of the 
market price at the time the aggrieved 
party learned of the repudiation. That sec
tion bu, u the Oklahoma C,ode C.Omment 
indicates, the virtue of certainty. The jury 
need not "speculate by attempting to pre
dict what the future market value will be." 
Id. at f 2-723, Oklahoma Ciode C.Omment. 
Because Manchester'■ action wu brought 
long before the time for full performance 
under the ten year contract had pused, 
■ect;jon 2-723 appean to apply. None
theless, we are aware of the peculiar diffi. 
culties presented by attempting, at the end 
of the first year of a ten year contract, to 
calclllat.e damages for the entire contnct 
period. 11 The fact that damage■ are diffi. 
cult to ascertain does not, however, mean 
they are unascertainable. S« 1\omp,on 
11. Kerr-McGu Rejinifff Carp., 660 F.2d 
1380, 1388 (10th Cir.1981) ("When t.he 
cause and existence of damages have been 
established with the requisite certainty, ~ 
covery will not be denied became the 
amount of such damare ia difficult of 
ascertainment. A reasonable buil for 
computation and the beat evidence avail
able under the circumstance ii sufficient."), 
cert. den.i«l, '55 U.S. 1019, 102 S.Ct. 1.716, 
72 L.F.d.2d 187 (1982). We therefore see 
no reason to depart from section 2-723's 
mandate to caJculate market price at t.be 
time Manchester learned of the repudia-

edy of sec:lion 2-708. ID dicta. the court llaled 
1w)e would acciepc Southwire's arsumem that 
the date Trans World learned of the repudiatior 
would be the coo-ect dale Oil wluch to c:alculaae 
the market price bad lh.ia action been tried 
be/ore the time fOC" full performance WM1ls- cbe 
contraet.• Id. at 909 (emphasis oriplal). 
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1ion, ud we therefore remand for a Nd&
lermma0oll of damqea. Bec:aae we i. 
line that the foeu of the partjel' damaces 
evidence wu miaplaoed, bowen,·, we offer 
tile following addiDOO&J caiduee to tbe 
vial court OD retrial 

hi our view, the centnJ problem with the 
rridence and a.ryumenta presented rep.rd
in& llancheater'a dama,ea 1'U t.hat they 
primarily focuaed OD tbe difference be
tween the Jong term OODtnct price between 
ll&DChester and PNG and the spot market 
price under a spot market cootract aucb u 
the Sciaaortail C.OOtnet.. While Mt.nehel
ter'1 expert, Dutcher, expreaaed aii opinion 
u to the averare price of pa under long 
term contl'acts containina market down 
provisions in November, 1985, the bulk of 
hia teltimony, u well u both M&nehelter'a 
and PNG's exhibits, wu on the difference 
between the apot market price and the 
Manchester-PNG contract price. lnaufft
cient evidence wu presented on the aver
are price of gas under Jong term contl'acts 
in November or December, 1984, the time 
at which Mancheater learned of the repudi
ation. Al the evidence presented clearly 
ind>cated, however, the apot market ii very 
•olatile and uncertam. That cont:ruta with 
the predietability of a Joni term contract 
with a minimum take provision and a take 
or pay proviaion.11 Spot market contract.a 
differ aiinificantJy from Jong tenn con
aneta. In our view, lfancheater'a damages 
ahould be calculated by reference to the 
difference between the Mancheater-PNG 
contract price and the market price of ps 
under a aimil&r Jong term contnct at the 
time Manchester learned of PNG'a repudia
tion.11 

II. PNG az-sues lb'e!luously thal tbe market 
down provision conwned in the contTaCt with 
Man,hester would hll1,1e resulted in a decreui.Q& 
pna each year. Nonethelea, M&nches&er', o
pen testified that it - as 1T-UOnable ~ ~i
mate that, despite tbe market down pro\l\Slon, 
tbe pria would,,.,~ out IC $2.75 per MBTU 
throucf,out the 1a1 year lenn. ID any event, 
evidena as IC the market pria al ps under 
Iona term contracts containin, market-down 
provisions will take into account tbe aistence 
al such provisions and their likely effect OD the 
pria of P'-

11. We DOU that at least o~ commentator ~ 
NCtiOD 2-723 differently. S- Jacuon, • 'Antici-

. ill PNG uo ehallen,ea tbe district 
eoart'I jmy instn>~ repntinc inciden
tal damapa. The challenred inatnmon 
.eated: 

"'You may tllo consider, in order to 
11etermine the &IDOUJlt of damages, inci-

. dental damage the plaintiff may have 
auffered. Incidental damages include 
any commercially re.uonable charges, e:x
penaee or commissions, incurred in 
atoppiJll delivery of the pa, in the trans
portation, care and cuatody of the gas 
after defendant failed to comply with its 
~ment, iD connection with return or 
resale of the pa or otherwi&e resulting 
from defendant's failure to comply with 
it.I ~ment, if any. PlaiDtiff cl&ima its 
incidental damages include the coat of 
building the pipeline and then extending 
the pipeline. Defendant denies auch 
costs are iDcidental damages and claims 
plaintiff would have had to incur them 
aiiyway. 

"Fin&lly, you should deduct from the 
amount of damages you determine, any 
expenses the plaintiff may have saved as 
a reBult of defendant's failure to comply 
with it.a agreement, if any. 

"You are instructed that what ia corn
mereially reasonable is a question of fact 
to be determined by the nature of the 
roods, the condition of the market and 
any other perti.nent·circumstances of the 
c:aae. tt 

R.Vol. I at Tab 31. 
PNG argues u follows concerning the 

instruction and evidence of iDcidental dam
a,ea: 

patory Repudiation' and the Temporal Element 
al Contract Law: All Economic Inquiry into 
Contract Dama,es in c.ues or Prospective NOD· 
perf'onnanc:c,• 3J Stan.LJln-. 69, 104 (1978) 
(9While silent on the issue, sect.ion 2-723 ap
pears to en-vision 'the price of such aoods ptt· 
ftilina at the time the agrie1,1ed SW')' learned 
al the repudiation,' the spol price pre-vailina on 
lhal date.•) (e.mpha.sb on,inal). The commen
tator IOC$ on, however, IC make a persuasive 
cue that "bypotbeti~ market-based~ 
... lhould ... be based on tbe forward.market 

· pria u of the da~ of the repudiation.• Id. at 
72. 
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Clll•Na P.M 1.-. (IIIUJr. 1-, 

"Under the terma and condition■ of the 
cti■puted contract. Kuchester wu aole)y 
responaible for the coet of conatruetin, 
tbe pipeline to the point of delivery. 
Thua, enn if a contract exist■ and [PNG 
ii] liable to Manchester for damages, it 
cannot be held liable for the coat of con-
1tructing the pipeline to point of delivery 
1pecified in the contract. Only that por
tion of ita pipeline coat.a which are direct
ly attnl>utable to [PNG'a} &llered breach 
may be oonaidered. Howe-rer, even thia 
portion of pipeline expenae may not be 
laid entirely at [PNG'a] feet. The COit of 
extending the pipeline should have been 
apportioned between the parties. Man
chester used the pipeline to aell the pa 
from five wella not included iD the dis
puted contract. It enjoyed gu aales of 
S5,246,62U4 durinr an eight month peri-
od ending September, 1985. [PNG] 
would have been obliged to pu.rchaae 
only $346,130.00 worth of gu during this 
period. However, Manchester did not de
duct that portion of it.a pipeline expenset 
attributable to the enormous sales which 
it enjoyed from theae five wella. 1l>e 
Trial C.Ourt's failUtt to properly instruct 
the jury in thia regard ii error." 

Brie! of Appellant at ~21. 

We fmd no error in the instruction. The 
instruction correctly defined "incidental 
damages." S« Okla.Stal tit. 12A, 

iDp, we do not adcirNa PNG'a ch&Den,e to 
tbe award ot attorne11' feel ill tlUI cue. 
Preaumabq, the challen,ea made CID appeal 
to that award will be pre1ent.ed to the 
dis1ric:t court when a new application for 
attorne11' feea ia made after damaces are 
determined oa remand. 

We have conaidered all of PNG'1 arcu· 
menta on appeal. and for the foreroing 
reuona the district court opinion ii AF· 
FIRMED ill part. REVERSED and RE
MANDED in part. 

Myra Holladay SIMS and f1orida Im
port and C.Omptiance Aaaociatlon. 

Plaintiff._AppeUees, 

"· 
STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT 

or HIGHW A y SAFETY AND MOTOR 
VEHICLES, Defendan~AppellanL 

No. N-3056. 

United Stat.ea C.ourt of Appeala, 
Eleventli Cireuit. . 

Ju. 11, 1989. 

I 2-710. It then simply 1tated that Man
chester claimed the pipeline eo1ta u incl- _ 
dental dama.ies but that PNG ~ that 
they were not incidental d&mares and that 
Manchester would have iDcu.rred them any
way. It further cautioned the jury to d# 
duct any amounts Ma.ncheater aaved f1,om 

PNG'a repudiation. That inatruction ii cor
rect.. 

Owner ot ,-ray market vehicle and 
trade uaociation brourht action challenr· 
ing conatitutionalit:, of atatute preventing 
owner ef pay market vehicle from ac
quiring title and Yelucle reptntion unal 
owner obtained required documentation 
from federal a,enciea. ~ Umted Stat.a 
Diatric:t C,ourt for the Northern Diatrict of 
Florida, No. TCA 85-7214, William Staf
ford, Chief Judie, declared ■tatute IIJ)COD-

Finally, PNG argues that, even aaaurning 
the correct.nesa or the jury inatructioDA 011 

damages, the award of 11.450,000 waa 
clearly erroneoua and not aupported by 
credil>le eYidence. Be<:auae we remand for 
a redetermination of damages, we do not 
addreu tJiia iaaue. Furthermore, becauae 
we partially remand for further p~ 
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A 1988 NARO Special Report 

DIVISION ORDERS: 

SIGN, SUE OR STALL? 

The division order has evolved into one 
of the most important documents received by a 
royalty owner. But dealing with division 
orders has become one of the most confusing 
and frustrating issues in the entire royalty 
equation. · 

NARO has dedicated much of the past 
two years to helping its members through this 
maze. Following are some points to consider 
when faced with a new division order. 

I. VERIFY YOUR INTEREST: 

Verify that the decimal interest set out 
on the division order correctly states your 
interest. Following is a formula which should 
help. 

Example: You own one half (50%) of an 
undivided interest in 160 mineral acres. 
Your tract is under a 640-acre spacing unit 
with a producing well. You retained a 3/16th 
royalty interest in your oil and gas lease. To 
calculate your decimal interest, divide your 
mineral acres (160) by the number of acres in 
the unit (640), then multiply that by your 
undivided interest (1/2) and your royalty 
interest (3/16th.) 

Your undivided 
fractional interest 

X 
Your gross acres under unit 
Total gross acres in unit• 

X 
Royalty rate retained in lease 

= 
Your decimal interest in the 

spaced unit 

Sample calculation: 
160/640 (.25) X 1/2 (.50) X 3/16 (.1875) 

= .0234375 

•Note: Many sections do not contain 
exactly 640 acres, but have "fractional 
acreage set out as "lots" (especially Sections 
1-7, 18-19, 30-31, and sections with rivers 
through them). This variance can affect 
your calculation. 

If the tract is included in a waterflood 
or other secondary or tertiary recovery 
operation, several spaced units are often 
combined into one large unit. Each tract has 
a "tract participation factor" set out as 
decimal or percentage in the unitization 
agreement. To compute your interest in the 
entire unit: 

Your decimal interest 
(from above) 

X 
Tract participation factor 

= 
Your decimal interest in unit 

Sample calculation: 
.0234375 X .0117825 = .000276152 

Resolve any differences in your compu
tation and the interest on the division order. 
You can request that the purchaser (or 
operator) send you their computation of your 
interest if you cannot figure out the interest 
set out in the division order. 

II. READING THE FINE PRINT: 

Be sure that you read !11 the fine print 
on the division order carefully! Don't just 
sign it and send it off -- it's as important as 
your lease. 
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· Some D.O. Clauses to Watch Out For: 

"The undersigned, and each of us, certify and 
guarantee that we are the legal owners of 
and hereby warrant the title to our respective 
interests .... " 

"Each of the undersigned •• .agrees to indem
nify and save you or any carrier or 
purchaser ••• hannless against any and all 

· liability for loss, cost, damage and expense 
including attorneys' fees, which you or said 
carrier ••• may suffer or incur on account of 
receiving, transporting or paying the under
signed for said oil and for gas proceeds." 

"No waiver, change or modification of any of 
the provisions of this Division Order shall be 
binding· on •• (purchaser) •• except when made 
expressly in writing and signed by an 
authorized represents ti ve of ••• (purchaser) ••• " 

"Oil purchased hereunder shall be paid 
for ... less any transporting, trucking, barging 
and/or pipeline gathering charges deemed 
necessary by you •• (purchaser) •• " 

"If the provisions of this Division Order are in 
conflict with the provisions of any oil and gas 
lease covering the above-described land, the 
provisions of this Division Order shall 
prevail." 

"This document is a binding contract between 
each undersigned and (purchaser) and is not 
intended to expand, modify or diminish any 
other agreement to which (purchaser) is not a 
party." 

" ... less applicable deductions including mar
keting and inactive account adjustments." 

" .. Jess administrative fees and ••••. '' 

"It is provided that you are expressly 
authorized to deduct from the proceeds 
otherwise payable to such heirs, assigns, 
designees and successors in interest, dollar 
amounts equal to the actual time expended by 
you in reviewing documents supporting the 
transfer, preparing transfer orders and 
otherwise effecting such changes in your 
records at an overhead rate of $20 per hour, 
with a minimum charge of $1 O per interest 
transferred or changed." 

Note: The language may vary from 
company to company, but any such clauses 

that contain the above types of stipulation 
should be marked out and initialed by you. 

Some Clauses to C-onsider Adding 
to the Purchaser's Division Order: 

A. Lease temis prevail clause: "The 
execution of this Division Order shall 
not modify, change or vary the tenns of 
the Oil and Gas Lease covering this 
tract." 

B. Teffllination clause: "This Division 
Order may be tenninated at any time by 
either party on 30 days written notice. 11 

C. .Accumulated amounts clause_; "Not
withstanding anything to the contrary 
within this Division Order, payment for 
all accumulated amounts will be made at 
least once annually." 

D. Interest on Suspensed Royalties: Many 
d.o.'s have a "no interest 11 clause. 
Add to the t •.• "unless otherwise required 
by applicable statute." 

III. EXECUTING THE DIVISION ORDER 
OR DIVISION OF INTEREST FORM 

Once you have verified your interest, 
read the division order carefully and made any 
changes you feel necessary, the executed 
(signed) document or documents must be 
returned to the purchaser. If you prefer to 
bypass the purchaser's division order entirely, 
you may choose to send, instead, an executed 
Division of Interest Form, such as the one 
prepared by NARO (attached). Following 
are some of the options available to you, and 
possible responses from the purchasers: 

A. Substitute a completed and signed 
"Division of Interest Form." 

Results: 1. The purchaser will pay: or 
2. The purchaser will object to 

or reject the D.0.1. form. 

B. Submit the purchaser's d.o. marked up 
with deletions and additions, as 
necessary. 

Resultsi 1. The purchaser will pay; or 
2. The purchaser will object to 

or reject the alterations. 
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· C. Negotiate the items that are objec
tionable to the purchaser and come up 
with a compromise version. 

Result: The purchaser will pay royalty due, 
but on their tenns. 

D. SUbmit the purchaser's division order 
without alterations along with an 
"Economic Duress" letter. (see sample) 

Result: The purchaser will pay royalty due, 
but on their tenns. You have 
reserved the right to question the 
tenns of payment but without 
further action on your part, these 
rights are not well protected. 

Note: In items A and B above, if the 
Purchaser refuses to accept the Division of 
Interest Fonn or an altered Division Order, a 
letter to the Purchaser demanding payment 
under the terms of the rejected f onn or your 
oil and gas lease will many times result in 
payment. If applicable, you can also point 
out that under state laws they will owe 
interest on all unpaid royalties. 

Some will pay, but will tell you that they 
do so "without the benefit of a division 
order." Since the division order primarily 
"benefits" the purchaser, and not the royalty 
owner, this is not a severe penalty. Just be 
sure that the decimal interest shown is 
correct, and that they have your correct tax 
identification number and mailing address. 

IV. ROYALTY PAYMENTS: 

Go ahead and deposit the check (in 
these perilous times, it might not clear if you 
wait too long), but ••• be sure to immediately 
take the time to run a quick re-calculation of 
the run check stub to be sure that all the 
figures jibe with the decimal interest as shown 
on the division order. Sometimes a simple 
error in calculation can cost you money. It's 
easier to get corrections made early on, than 
to try to recover underpayments a year or two 
later. 

Some folks use a rubber stamp, or write 
on the back of the check ••. "payment on 
royalty account without prejudice to further 
claims." 

Shut-in and delay rental checks are 
different, however. They must be paid timely 
in order to hold the lease, so you may want to 
check the anniversary date of your lease 
before cashing the check. If you deposit the 
check, you are "accepting" the rental check. 
In Texas, a lease can be canceled if the shut
in payment isn't made on time. 

V. AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION: 

Many of the above problems could be 
avoided by using language in your oil and gas 
lease to ensure that no costs will be deducted 
from your royalty interest for producing, 
transporting, marketing, etc. Also stipulate 
that an executed division order is not required 
for payment. Here are examples. 

A. NO DEDUCTION CLAUSE: 
"It is also agreed between the lessor 

and the lessee that all royalties 
accruing to the lessor under this lease 
shall be without deduction for the cost 
of producing, gathering, storing, sepa
rating, treating, dehydrating, compres
sing, processing, transporting and 
otherwise making the oil, gas and other 
products produced hereunder ready for 
sale or use." 

B. NO DIVISION ORDER CLAVSE: 
"Lessee agrees that all royalties 

accruing to lessor under this lease shall 
not be conditioned upon execution by 
lessor of a Division Order or any other 
document. Failure on the part of the 
lessee or its purchaser or assigns to pay 
royalties according to the tenns of this 
lease is a material breach of the lease 
agreement and shall result in automatic 
forfeiture thirty (30) days after written 
notice of such a breach is received by 
lessee." 

C. PAYMENTS CLAUSE: 
(For possible split-stream connection 

wells in Oklahoma) "If any operator, 
purchaser or working interest owner in 
any unit well drilled on the land covered 
by this lease or any land unitized 
therewith refuses or neglects to pay any 
excess royalty (over 1/Sth) to lessor as 
required by Oklahoma- Statute, lessee 
covenants to pay all such excess royalty 
payments due lessor." 
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SAMPLE ECONOMIC DURESS LETTER 

Mary o. Smith 
Contract Analyst 
Division Order Administration 
Anoil Company 
Houston, Texas 77252 

Dear Ms. Smith: 

January 28, 1987 

Re: Wright No. 1 
Property No. 36-20-6395 
Section l-22N-9W 
Major County, OK 

Your letter of January 20, 1987, states that the Uniform 
Royalty Division of Interest Form prepared by me covering the 
above-referenced property is not acceptable to Anoil Company. 
The Division of Interest form I submitted to you verified my 
ownership interest, provided my taxpayer identification number, 
was properly executed and witnessed. There is no legal require
ment that I sign your form of Division Order as long as I provide 
you with the information outlined above. You have already 
purchased my oil and, although there is no title problem, you 
have refused to release to me royalties due and payable. 

Therefore, I have executed your Division Order which is 
attached hereto. This Division Order has been executed under 
economic duress and by so executing, I have not agreed to any 
terms other than those contained in my lease agreement. Nor have 
I waived any of my rights to proper payment or to litigate under 
the lease and the laws of the State of Oklahoma. 

Respectfully, 

xc: (name of your attorney) 

Attachment: 
Anoil Company 
Oil Division Order dated December 5, 1986 

-70--
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UNIFORM ROYALTY DIVISION OF INTEREST FORM 

TO: Division Order Department Dute: ___________ _ 

Effective: ________ _ 

REFERENCE: Lease/Division Order or Property I __________ _ 

The undersigned certify ____ is/are the owncr(s) or royolticl> payable on oil, gas and/or 
.distillate, condensate and other i:·llseous or vuporous substances ond liquid hydrocarbons in 
lhe proportions set out below which arc produced from the 
lease, insofar as said lease covcri; the following described p-r-o-pe_r_t,...y""(.,...ic-s .... )_s..,.i-tu_1a_t_e_d,_1,-·n-t1-1e--,,C,....o-unty 
ot ___________ , Stole of ________ , to wit, the: 

The undersigned further certify such royalties arc owned and payable according to the terms 
of the lease agreement or pooling order in force ond ore to be paid monthly in Cllsh according 
to all applicable Federal and Stole Lows to the nnmed royulty owners(s) for the interestb) 
shown to the addrcss(es) indicuted until you nrc notified or ony change by the undersii,:-nc>d 
or legal successors in interest. (Royalties less then $25.00 pt>r month may be accrued, before 
payment, to $25.00 or December of each year which.:-ver is first.) 

This Royalty Division of Interest supercedcs, cenccls and revokes any previous Division Order 
or similar agreement which provided for pnymcnt or royultic~ on the property(ies) described 
thot' was issued to you or any of your urfili11te compunies or ussignor(s) of either by the unde,·signe. 
or any of their predecessors in interest in the property(ies). 

Tax I. D. •-------------
Your Owner I ____________ _ 

Royolty Interest:. __________ _ 

WITNESSES 

By: 

By: 

By: 

If more than one interest is using this form for one property, the required interest owner 
information will be found on the reverse sic.Jc. Check here if upplicuble:. ___ _ 

-71-
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RECENT OKLAHOMA APPLICATION OF THE 
OBJECTIVE THEORY OF CONTRACTS 

Silk Y..:. Phillips Petroleum Co., 760 P.2d 174 (Okla. 1988). 

PACTS: Phillips contracted with Rainbolt to obtain oil 
and gas leases in Beckham County. Rainbolt employed 
Williams to obtain leases in the area. 

Phillips provided Rainbolt with a lease form providing for a 
five-year term and a second form titled "Option To Renew 
Clause" which gave Phillips the option to extend the lease 
term an additional five years upon payment of an additonal 
$35/acre bonus. 

Williams contacted Silk about leasing her land. Silk agreed 
to lease it for $35/acre bonus, 1/Bth royalty, and a 
five-year term. 

Several days later Williams returned with lease documents 
for Silk's signature. The documents were arranged so that 
the lease was on top with only the signature line of the 
option to renew clause showing. Williams never mentioned 
the option clause; Silk signed both documents without 
reading them or discussing their content with Williams. 

Silk sued Phillips, as Rainbolt's principal, for fraud. The 
jury awarded Silk $18,000 actual damages and $3.7 million in 
punitive damages. 

HOLDING: The Supreme Court reverses, holding Silk had 
failed to prove fraud. The court holds the mere 
presentation of the documents for signing is not fraud. 
Silk could have read the documents, but didn't. 

Williams did not make any representations concerning the 
contents of the documents when they were presented. 
Williams had no duty to disclose to Silk the existence of 
the option. 

The court also finds the option to renew clause was 
supported by the consideration paid for the oil and gas 
lease. 

COMMENT: Compare the court's approach in U_ptegraft Y..:. Dom_!L 
Petroleum Corp., 59 Okla. B. J. 3128 (Okla. Nov. 15, 1988). 
MANDATE ISSUED, Dec. 22, 1988, 60 Okla. B. 3. 29.: 

FACTS: Uptegraft owned a 2% leasehold interest, and Dome 
owned the remaining {98%) leasehold interest, in various 
lands. Dome entered into a farmout agreement, covering the 
lands, with Atlas. Atlas drilled two producing wells on the 
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farmout acreage. 

Dome later wrote Uptegraft seeking to have Uptegraft join in 
the farmout agreement with Atlas. Dome's letter mentioned 
some of the general benefits of a farmout but failed to 
disclose that Atlas had completed two producing wells on the 
farmout acreage. 

Uptegraft, relying upon Dome's letter, joined in the farmout 
and later assigned acreage to Atlas under the farmout. Upon 
learning that prior to signing the farmout Atlas had 
completed two producing wells on the farmout acreage, 
Uptegraft sought to rescind the farmout and assignments and 
participate in developing the lands free of the farmout 
agreement. 

HOLDING: As between co-tenants, there is no duty to speak. 
However, where a co-tenant undertakes to speak, they must 
make a full disclosure. Failure to disclose all the 
relevant facts constitutes fraud. 

Dome, acting as Atlas' agent to obtain Uptegraft's joinder 
in the farmout agreement, disclosed only some of the 
relevant facts and failed to disclose the material fact of 
Atlas' completion of two producing wells on the farmout 
acreage. 

Atlas and Dome were guilty of constructive fraud as defined 
in Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 59 (1981). 
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